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IN THE MATTER OF

WESTERN DIRECT MARKETING GROUP , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA nON OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

3821.

Comploint , July

1998--Decision ,

July

28, 1998

This consent order prohibits , among other things , the two California- based
advertising agencies, that created and produced infomercials for Cholestaway, from
making effcacy, perfonnance , or safety claims for any food , drug or dietary
supplement , unless they possess competent and reliable scientific evidence that

substantiates the claims. The consent order also prohibits the respondents from
representing that any advertisement is something other than a paid advertisement

and requires disclosures during the infomercials that they are advertisements. In
addition , the consent order prohibits claims that the testimonials and endorsements
are typical ofthe experiences of consumers who use the products, unless the claims
are substantiated.

Participants
For the Commission:

For the

Lisa Kopchik

and

Jeff Bloom.

Charles Chernofsky, Chernofsky &

respondents:

deNoyelles New York , NY.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that

Western Direct Marketing Group, Inc. and Western International
Media Corporation , corporations (" respondents ), have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to
the Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest , alleges:

1. At relevant

Direct
Marketing Group, Inc. was known as Television Marketing Group,
times herein , respondent Western

Inc. , a California corporation with its principal offce or place of
business at 8544 Sunset Boulevard , Los Angeles , California.
2. Respondent Western

International Media Corporation is a

California corporation with its principal offce or place of business at
8544 Sunset Boulevard , Los Angeles , California.
3. Respondents , at all times relevant to this complaint , were
advertising agencies of Bogdana Corporation , and prepared and
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disseminated advertisements to promote the sale of Cholestaway
wafers and capsules. Cholestaway is a product subject to the provisions of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
4. The acts

and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint

have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
5. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be

disseminated television advertisements for Cholestaway, including
but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibit A. This advertisement contains the following statements:
Consumer One

My cholesterol level was 230 and now it' s

Consumer Two
points.
Consumer Three

179. That' s

great."

My cholesterol at this point is down more than a hundred
My cholesterol was 220. After three months , my cholesterol

went down to 190.
Host One

Just what is it that lowered these people s cholesterol levels so

dramatically? This is it. (He puts two Cholestaway tablets in his hand) A new
completely safe scientifically proven method that is as simple as chewing two
flavorful wafers with every meal. It is called Cholestaway. (Graphic: ' Guarantees
to Lower Your Blood Cholesterol Level' ) It is not a prescription drug, not a
chemical , but a simple all natural dietary supplement that guarantees to lower your
blood cholesterol level or your money back. That is right. It guarantees to lower
your cholesterol." (Exhibit A , Cholestaway Television Infomercial 2 , p. I).
This is a cross-section of an artery. When there is too much

Host One

cholesterol present in the bloodstrcam , it begins building up fatty deposits on the

artery wall narrowing the opening, sort oflike rust builds up onan old water pipe.
When this opening becomes clogged , the blood flow to the heart is interrupted
causing a heart attack. " (Exhibit A , p. 3).
Host One

With all natural Cholestaway, you get proven results without drugs

and without side effects. Studies were done at several

prestigious research

institutes on the effects of adding dietary calcium and magnesium , the ingredients

found in Cholestaway, to the diet. Although not every study was created to
detennine the effect on blood serum cholesterol , it was noted that cholesterol levels
were reduced ,

and in one study, by as much as 25%. One study even measured a
weight loss , while another reported no loss at all.
(Graphic: " PROVEN TO LOWER BLOOD CHOLESTEROL BY SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
STUDIES.
It was concluded , however , that , taken in suffcient dosages , these dietary

supplements will lower cholesterol levels. The results by users , while anecdotal
is (sic J proof positive. " (Exhibit A , p. 4).
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(A bottle of Cholestaway is shown on a table next to the " Physician s Desk
Reference. " Host Two picks up the bottle and holds it.)
Host Two
And that is the beauty of Cholestaway. It lets you eat like you
nonnally would. Of course , when I say Donnal , I don t mean pizza every night , or
ice cream and cake with every meal. What you nonnally eat. " (Exhibit A , pp. 4 , 5).
Studies have proven Cholestaway s effectiveness in lowering
cholesterol. Just two flavorful wafers with every meal can lower your cholesterol
count almost immediately. It is that simple. And it is completely safe. " (Exhibit A
Host Three

6).

Consumer Four

I went for an annual check-up and had a blood test done , and
found that my cholesterol was at 274. And they suggested that I start medication
if! don t do something about changing it. And I refused that. So in hearing about
Cholestaway, I started taking it , and found that I dropped down to 208 , which I
think is fantastic.
(Graphic: " The Results of Using Cholestaway may vary fTom individual to
individual. " ) (Exhibit A , pp. 6 7).
Host One

Now , I would like to introduce you to the man who discovered

Cholestaway, Dr. DeLamar Gibbons , fonner Director of Clinical Research for the

Saturday Evening Post , and author of several books on cholesterol and diets.
Gibbons This is what I did. I ate a pound , I weighed it out , I had little scales
and I weighed out a pound of Kentucky Fried Chicken. I didn t peel the skin off
or anything -- as fat as I could. And I took the same amount of Cholestaway that
this inmatc was taking. And for 60 days in a row, I ate a pound of Kentucky Fried
Chicken. "

Host Two You ate a pound of Kentucky Fried Chicken for sixty days?"
Gibbons Every day.
Host Two : tlEvel) day?"

Gibbons
Every day. And at the end of the sixty days , I checked , and my
cholesterol had dropped remarkably. And my blood fat had gone down. And to
my surprise , I had lost 25 pounds. " (Exhibit A , p. 8).
Consumer Five I've been on Cholestaway for
about two
months now. And in the
process of getting my cholesterol tested , my cholesterol has come down. At this
point , my cholesterol is down over a hundred points. The pluses to this have been
that I can eat almost whatever I want , within reason , eggs , corned beef sandwich
for lunch occasionally, and I' m still showing improvement , plus I've lost weight."
(Graphic: " The results of using Cholestaway will vary fTom individual to
individuaL"
(Graphic: " Ifyou maintain
your
present level offood consumption while taking
Cholestaway, OUf experience and knowledge
of body
chemistI) indicates that there
is a possibility that weight loss will occur. ) (Exhibit A, p. 10).
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Dr. Dalton Dr. Gibbons and I were working together in the state correctional
system in Virginia. And I was under the care of some physicians who were taking
care of my health. I had a diabetic condition , which seemed to get out of hand.
And my triglycerides as well as my cholesterol went so high , that it was very
threatening. As a matter offact , the triglycerides should only be around 200 as the
cholesterol should. And my triglycerides were over 1600 , and the cholesterol was
over 500.

Dr. Dalton : So we started on Cholestaway. And within

several weeks , my

chemistry concerning the triglycerides and cholesterol had dropped to near nonnal.
By one month , they were both within nonnal range. And it was one of the best
things that had ever happened to me.

(Graphic: " The results of using Cholestaway will vary from individual to
individual." )

(Exhibit A, p. 13).

Consumer Three: Yes , I had a side effect , an unusual side effect and a happy one.
Ilost 30 pounds.

Host Two: You lost 30 pounds.
Dr. Dalton: That s interesting Barbara , because I had the same experience. I lost

50 pounds over the past five years.
(Graphic: " If you maintain your present level of food consumption while taking
Cholestaway, our experience and knowledge of body chemistry indicates that there

is a possibility that weight loss will occur.
Fifty pounds?"
Consumer Three That' s wonderfuL"
Dr. Dalton Exactly.
: It
Host Two Just what in Cholestaway causes one to lose the weight?"
Dr. Dalton: Again , as Dr. Gibbons explains , it s the calcium combining with the
fat in food and it simply never goes into the system. It' s a very simple, but very
effective mcchanism. " (Exhibit A , pp. 14 , 15).

Host Two

Gibbons Cholestaway is perfectly safe for high blood pressure. In faet , there
have been studies in the last year or two employing the ingredients ofCholestaway
to treat high blood pressure. Some people with high blood pressure are found to be
low on their calcium. And Cholestaway is an excellent source of calcium. And it
would probably be very favorable to people with high blood pressure. " (Exhibit A,
18).

Gibbons They put cholesterol in a machine that's like a cream separator. And it
the high density that stays in the milk part, and the low density that comes

out

the cream part. The low density is thought to be the bad one and the high density
is felt to be the good one. The ratio of one to the other is currently regarded as
important. The Cholestaway seems to be getting rid of primarily the low density
cholesterol and improving the ratio.

Host Two: Yes , there is one major side effect while on Cholestaway. You will

probably lose weight. " (Exhibit A , p. 19).
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6. Through the use of

the trade name " Cholestaway, "

and

through the means described in paragraph five, respondents have
represented , expressly or by implication , that:
A. Choiestaway significantly lowers serum cholesterol levels.
B. Cholestaway significantly lowers serum cholesterol levels
without changes in diet.
C. Cholestaway significantly lowers serum choiesterollevels and
causes significant weight loss even ifusers eat foods high in
fat , including fried chicken and pizza.
D. Cholestaway substantially reduces or eliminates the body
absorption of dietary fat.

density lipoprotein cholesterol and
improves the high density lipoprotein cholesterol to low
density lipoprotein cholesterol ratio.
F. Cholestaway is effective in the treatment of hardening of the
arteries and heart disease.
G. Cho1estaway causes significant weight loss.
H. Cholestaway causes significant weight loss without changes
E. Cholestaway lowers low

in diet.

significantly reduces blood triglyceride levels.
J. Cholestaway significantly reduces elevated blood pressure.
K. Testimonials from consumers appearing in the advertisements
for Cholestaway reflect the typical or ordinary experience of
members of the public who use the product.
1. Cholestaway

7. Through the use of

the trade name " Cholestaway, "

and

through the means described in paragraph five , respondents have
represented , expressly or by implication , that they possessed and
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations
set forth in paragraph six , at the time the representations were made.
8. In truth and in fact , respondents did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraph six , at the time the representations were made. Therefore
the representation set forth in paragraph seven was , and is , false or

misleading.
9. Through the means described in paragraph five , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication , that:
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A. Scientific studies prove that Cholestaway significantly lowers
serum cholesterol1evels.
B. Scientific studies prove that Cholestaway significantly
reduces elevated blood pressure.
10. In truth and in fact:

A. Scientific studies do not prove that Cholestaway significantly
lowers serum cholesterol levels.

B. Scientific studies do not prove that Cholestaway significantly
reduces elevated blood pressure.
Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph nine were , and
are , false or misleading.

11. Respondents knew or should have known that the
representations set forth in paragraphs seven and nine were , and are
false or misleading.

12. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this

complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices , and the
making offalse advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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EXHIBIT A

Transcript ofCholestaway TeJe\"i5ion InfomerdaJ #2"
Graphic (with voic

ver):

The following is a paid progr brought :0 you by Tdevisian Marketing Group
persona
xperiences
u.ing ChoJestaway fa reduce their choJesteroi !evc:Js. These testimonials ar
personaJ accounts and have nOI been scientifka!ly recorded. Although some users
have also experienced a weigh! loss using ChoJeslaway. it is not imended as a
weight loss product. Remember the
sults of taing Choh:staway v.ill var from
individua to individual.
and contains testimon.als iTem con.umers rdaring their

UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN
#1.

My cholesterol level was 230

and now its 179. Tha(s

aI.

IDENTrFIED M

UNIDENTFIED WOMAN

My cholesterol at this point is dO\\f more than 3. hundred
points.

#2:

My cholesterol was 220. After t
cho!estl:ro! went dO\l to 190,

MR. MACHADO:

rHolding boule o/Cholesr(Iwayj

month, my

JU,t whar is it that 10\\-' ered ttese people s cholesterol levels

so draatically? Th is it
(Puts two Chole faway rablel5 in his hand)

A new , completely safe scientifically proven method tht is
as simple as chev.ing tWo flavorfl \vaers ""ith every meal.

It is called Cholesraway.
(Graphics reading " VOTA DRL'
NOT
CHEMiCAL. ALL NATr;"RAL DIETARY
SUPPLEMENT" and " GUAR.-tVTEES TO LOWER YOUR
BLOOD CHOLESTEROL LEVEL" are shown to
correspond wilh script.)

it is not a prescription drg. nO\ J. chemic:!!. but J. simple all
nalUra dieta suppJemem tht guatees 10 lo""er yew
blood choies!erolle\' eJ or your money biJci., That is ,i ht.
(tgu:lJ.ntees liJ lower ;.' our cholesterol.

I.kr:i

:C,

7L";

''I'l'."t.::
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He!io. ! am Maro Machado. And welcome 10 our show.
Here 10 help me teil YOll more about ils revolutionar new
breakthougb in comroUing your cholesterol is a good
frend cfmine Roni MargoLis- Liddy.
(Roni MaTgoli.- Liddy is shown an bottom of screen reads
Roni MaTgo/is- Lidd.)
Hi Roni.
MS.

LIDDY,

Maro.
The the people you saw at

the begig

of our progr

had Jike more rh 65 milion American . a higher
normal blood cholestereL In fac:. there is a good chace
tht you have a high cholesterol level yo
e!f.

th

Now I said th they ha high choleSteroL But
Cholestaway, their choleserol1eve!s have retued to an
acceptable level. And jus what is acceptable? Let s tae a
Jook.

A chart labeled "Cholesterol Levels " across rhe top
shown wifh subheadings:
Acceptable uner 200. "
Borderline 200 to 259"

an High Above 260.

line rires as she continuesfa

graph

speole

Progr

The Nationa Cholesterol Education
regards
cho!esterol !evels under 200 as acceptable. Readgs
200 10 239 ar coruide

d borderline. And those of240

and abve ar considered high

Maro MacJwdo writes the word$ " CHOLESTEROL" on a
green board.

MR MACHA,

Now ,

let me explai tht cholesterol ha been

fit of all.

choleserol , a wax- like substace processed in the liver , is essential to life. The
body need cholesterol to manufactu cells, membraes.
nere !issues, hormones, and bile acids 10 digest food.
gettng a bad rap. You see ,

hum

!t is when there is too much cholesterd in our system ilat

the trouble begins.
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Maro i\-fachado ..ri!c:.s " 240" 011 rhe' board.
you an:
Here is why:

If you have a biood cholesterol level of over140,

probably a good candidate: for a hear attck.

'.Iario Machado draws a circle fa repreSf!fl an orrery- He

then. coiors in rhe circle to repTfsenrjatr deposifs
building-up.)
Ths is a cross.serion of an anery. When ilere is too much

choh:srerol present in the bloodsteam. it begin buildig up
fatt deposits on the arery wall
the: openig, sort

nav.g

of like ru builds up on an old water pipe. 'f/hen

openig betomes dogged, the blood flow to me hean is

interrpted causing a hea attk.

'IS. LIDDY,

But hean diease isn

t the

only

symptom Jine'i:o high

cholesterol. It can call!: visuaproblems.

forgetfess, leg

craps, and diffculty in hearng, just to nae a few.

MR. MACHAO,

Now the real trck is 10 get rid of all of tbs excess
most docto prescribe drgs. But
these can cawe a varety of side effects tht someties can
cholesterol. To do ths,

be just as dagerou: as having b.gh cholesterol.

MS. LIDDY:

(Opens up a copyolthe Physician

s Desk Reference as she

speaks)

Hen: is what the Physician s Desk Refen:nce, a well.
respeoted jour with the medical profes;ioa. says about
the side effeots of one oflhe more: popular drgs prescribed
fOt controllin high blood choles1erol:

Caution: Can cause liver dysfuction, hypnension. ulcers, ski disees , inomna, thyroid
abnormalitjes, vomiting, anorexia, catactS,
seizes,

and on and on and on and on.

(Studies from (he Laboratory of Biochemical Gt!nerics and
Sew fork: rhe

JfelQbolism. Rockefeller C"mversirJ.

Arterioscleroses Research Group. St, Vincent s Hospiral.

Hontdair. Sew Jersey: the Departmem of Imernal
dic:
L.fllwfsiry o/T,fxc:: end lAc Dig:srj e Disl!cst

""

""
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Center, Veterans Admini,SfTQrivn

Medical Center. Hou.lOn.

TexQ$ QN! sho\m as Mr Jlacht.o speaks.)

MR. rv1ACHAO:

With

all

natu ChoIestaway, you gel proven

results

without drgs. and without side effects. Srudies were done

at severa prerigious researh initutes on the effl:tS of

macsium the ingrdients

addig dieta calcium and

cr

found in Cholcsway, to !be diet. Although DOC

stuy wa

every

to detere the effect OD blood seru
cholcsc:l. it wa noted th cholesterol levels wcre
reuced and in one sty, by as much as 25%. One stUdy

evcn

meas a weight

loss,

while arother reported no

lossatal.
(Te worcb "PROVEN TO LOWER BLOOD CHOLES-

TEROL BY SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH STUDIES aTe shown
on rhescreell)

It wa conc!uded. however, th

taen in

sufcient

dosages , these dieta supplements ."ill lower cholesrol
levels. The n:sults by users, while anecdota , i. proof
positive.

MS. LIDDY:

Let s be honest. Then: is a simple, eas way to help lower

your choleSterl. And that is by eatg a proper diet. But
JUSt how many ofus have the will power to stay on a fatdiet? I know I don t. We all have good intentions.
But beause of our job, Jack of time. too much work

whaever , we jus caot
And

always eat corre-tly.

jus what is consjder

a bjg.-chcleslerol diet? Well

fats, of coure . like buner. oils. cheese , pork. rich grvies,

shell fih, whole milk. cn=am- ai of the good
(Te

w'IrcU

GRA VI"

st.

PORK "
SUIER, OILS. CHEESE,
SHELLFISH, " wu " WHOLE JfILK" are shown

0" (he screen II

she me711iol' them.)

(.-1 boale a/Cholestaway is shown on a table ne:Tt (0 the

PDR. She pictr up (he boule and holds it.)
'1d that is t. e be:Jury of Cholesuway. It letS you eat li.1,e
you normally ,..auld. Of course. whe:" \ say r.arm:1. 1 don
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mean pizz e eri n.gbl. or ice -=r ar and cake
meal. \'t you normally

e:J1.

ilh every

You simply take t'vo

ChoJestaway wafers with e:lch mea. They are vanlla

flavored, and they actuy tae good. And your blood
cholesterol is !owertd, guateed. It 15 that simple.

(Calcium carbol1te and magneJium are generally
recammeNid as .safe by the FDA" is shown in small letters
at the borrom of the screen)

na.

Tht is whl! espeonly effecve, it is all
like about iL It is not a drg. In fact, ChoIestaway is
actuly goo for you. It conta calcium and magnesium
II is not

cially

both importt to your heath
('Thi$ is a paid commercial" is shown at the bottom of the
screen when she says rhe word "mog1esium.

11 CHAEL:
(Testimonial)

ve ha a problem with my cholesterol for the pas! 10
year, rt wa up to 278 two month ago. ! tred

everyg.

I tred niacin. r tred gettg my die! down to five percent
to work" I saw Cholestway on telefa1- nothng seem
v1sion. and I tr it and in two month it wen! frm 278 to
258. I was very hapy about it.
(A.

he speaks the words ' The results a/using Cholestaway

will var from individua to individUlI" appears ot the
bottam 0/ the scree11)

fEMAE A.'mOUNCER:

one of me over 65 miHion American who sufer
frm high blood cholesterL you v.U be happy to know
tht there is a rearble bn-akThrug discovery tht can
Jfyou

lower your cho!esterolleve! without drs.

It is caUed

Cbo!estway"
(Scene /ade. and rhe woman appears in a garden holding a
boale o/Cholesraway.)
ChoJestaway is an all-naru dieta suppleme!1t that

s Ie :Jwer your cholesterol or your money back.
gut
Tht is right. It' s guteed.
But don

tjus! !4l.e our word fur

115
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(She holds lip a stud. At the botrom oj (he screen. in small
letters. the word! ' 4.11 products hae possible. but remOle
side effcr.. See producr literarure. '

Srudies have proven Cho!estway s effectiveness in

Jowerig cholesterl.
(Se piclc up the bottle, opens itan tals auf two waftrs.

Just two flavorf waer: with ever meal

choleserl count alost

an lower your

imedatJy. It is th simple.

And it is completely sae.
(Te words "Calcium c!Uborla/e and mlJgnesium are
genuol/y recogrized as safe by the FDA." appear at the
borrom of screen in smail/elfers.

So if you an ccm:emed abut cholesterl , ca the numbe
on the scretn. and order Cho!estaway now.
(On the screen. a. the woman continues to (aile in the
upper left- han corner are tw borrles ofCholestaway. In
the upper right- han corner Ihere are r!vee credit canis

and uner (hat it reads "Only S29. 95 (pius S&HJ rCA +
far). Under this "NotAvaiiahle in Stores. " In the midde
of the screen "Send Check (0: ' 7MGIChoiwaway, p, Q.
Box 803377, Dallas. TX 75380. " Under thi "30. Day
Money Back GUaTanJee (less S&H)" Ar rhe bottom of the
screen ' TMGI854 Sunet Blvd, L.A.. CA 90069.

You \o get a month' s

supply ofal.

for only $29. 95, Th is right. S29,

11
Cholestaway
, enough for a ful

thrt days. And remembe, Cholestaway is

a completely safe. all. W1

gu.tecs to lower

not a drg, but

dic:t: supplement

tht

your choleserl or your money back.

Pick up the phone and cal the number on the screen now,
ROSL YN GER.'lST, -iT:
(Testimonial)

I went for an anua che-k-up and had a blood test done
and found tht my cholesterol was at 274. And they
suggested that i Sta medication, if! don ! do scrr. ethg

about chaging it. .-\d

I refused that. So in

e:U..g a\:out
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Cho!estaway, I staed ta.kjng jr. and found th:n ! dropped
down to 208, whicn J think ls fantath..
(At bottom a/pictUTe ""ou can read: ' The

Results olUsing

Chafes/away may var from individual (0 individual. '

FE1Y1AE ANNOIJNCER:

Now , if you don t know if you have a high cholesterol level
or not, have a pencil and pa r hady. because Iater in the
progr we wiJ g1VC you a litte qui to see ifyou ar at

rik.
MR. MACHAO:

Now, I would

like

to intrduce you to the man who

dicover Cholesaway, Dr. DeLamar Gibbons. former
Dim!ar of

Clinca

Reseah for the Satuday Evenig

Post, and author of severa books on cholesteroi and. dietS.

Th you for joing us,

sir. Tellus about the genesis of
the product. How did it come about? And I hear tht it
somethg to do 'Nth prisons.

DR. GIBBONS,

At the tie tht I dicovered ChoJestaVoY, I

wa the

medical director for a state prisoa in Virgina. And I
under my car an individua tht I thought, the vessels
under his ski all stood out. And I could even

of the nervc: in hi sk

tre some

I ha never seen an individua

look. like ths. He ha good musles, and he wa obviously
quite healthy.

I thought maybe he is on one of those special diets
many of the prjson rs put themselves on. 1 went to the
3u:b hi..t. ....ld gosh, he gobbled up his
mess hal 10
ghbo! s. II wan t the diet.
try, and haf oims
cord for me. And interestigly
So I said pull his m
enough he had h.d thyroid cancer. And in tang his
glands out.
thyrid out, lhcy look. his p:mlth:;roid

MR. MACHA,

And tht caus what?

DR. GIBBONS

It upsetS--

MR. ;.(ACHADO:

A voracious appeutc?

DR. CIBBONS.

No. l! h;..:o do with c;1lc:cr m !;1bQiism. . -\"10 to corre:!
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ths problem. hI: was taing a crudr; form ofCholi:suway.

And my first love was chemistry. 1 thought. ci. I know
why he Jooks so pl:cuJiar. He isn ! abk to absorb J1Y orme
fat in his diel. He is fa! staed. This is interesting.
As
tbougbt about il I decided thai I would try it on myseJf.

MR MACHAO:
DR. GIBBONS;

Vou were going to be your own gunea pig?
Ths

is what r did. r ate a pound. r weighed j( out. r had

litte scales , and I weighed out a pound of Kentucky Fried
Ch.cken. I didn' t pee! the ski off or anytg -- as fat as I
could. And I took the same amount ofChol taway lhal
ths inmte wa tang.

for sixty days in a row , r ale a
Chicken.

And

pound ofKenrucky Fri

MS. LIDDY,

You ate a pound of Kentucky Fried Chicken for sixry days:

DR. GIBBONS,

Every day.

MS. LIDDY:

Every day?

DR. GIBBONS,

Every day. And at the end of the sixt days, ! checked . and
my cholesterol had dropped remarbly.
And my blood far
had gone down. And 10 my surrise, I had lost 25 pounds.

MS. LIDDY:

Yau lost weight?

DR. GIBBONS,

I lost 2j pounds. The beautifu thg about Cholestaway is
s aJI naru and it s even good for you. !t isn t a drg. II
isn t a mdicine. \\at it is is th.: natu mineras from
had water.

MR. MACHADO:

And whar does lhal do to the- system?

DR. GrBBONS,

(A "hart with Ihe SlUmuch. liver Ql1d il1estines is shown.

ChoUc acid i. lablded in (he liver an lill/e arrows show
Ihe process rhar Dr. Gibbon; describes. When he
mel1ionl!d Chof,utalra .. by l1ame . the word " Chafeslaway
appears

011 the charI.

Our ji\ers process cholesterol. which is then excreted in me
bij iI' rh for; or'chclic :Jcid. . ..5 rhe bil-::-1ters (he
inresrir.

solubl

;-oli

:Jc:d lc.;ks

fcod to d"
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imestines and ir"s absorbed into the bloodstream. The
absorbed charie acid is c:uca back (0 tr.: fiver and is

the

xcreted in rhe bile and tht:n reabsorbed agai frm
imestine. ChoJestaway interrpts ths cycle by
witb

cbe ,noJie acid to form aninoluble

combing

reidue th can

be reabsorbed.

MR MACHAO:
DR. GIBBONS,

Tht s incredible.
It robs you of fat calories and with it it tahs excl:s
cholesterol,

MR MACHAO,
DR. GIBBONS,

Two a day per meal?
With each meal

And

you know , !like pizz And if I'm

going 10 have pizz r maybe tae

tWo or thee

ext.

(A pi==a Is shown QJd someone with a bOffle of

Choleslaway puttng three wafers in t

MR MACHAO:

palm a/the

Jw)

But !.e genera regimen thr you ar starig is tht you tae

tVO tabletS per meal for how long a period oftime?

DR. GlBBONS,

Well. as long as you nee it. It isn t going to hw1 you. It
good foryolL

MR MACHAO:

! wat to th you for being with us Dr. Gibbons, and for
shag your know!erge and aJso shag Cholestway with
us.
you. We ll se YOIJ agai later in theprogr.
Stay tUN. We lJ be right back vrT!1 some satsfied use

Th

who each

have an

increble S\lcess story to teU us.

('This is a paid commercial"
MS. LIDDY,
DR. GIBBONS,

FEMALE ANNOUl'CER,

Q1 bottOm of screen.)

Th you.
Th you.
K. Do YOIJ have a paper

and

penciJ hady? Here are five

questions. the .lJswers to which wil1 tell you ifyou r:=:lt
risk ofhaying a high cholesti:rollevel. Number 1: Does
.uyone in va:.: family have hi..h choiesterol? Number 2:
:: D VQU h3se J sm:ssrJl job or
ycu s oke: ;"'

::'
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do you often. tind yourelfundl:r a 101 or pressure :
.+: Do you e:l( J loe ct' toads hj

? And
h in tJ.c

:'umber

;.' umber 5: Do

you seldom exercise
(A chart, with the same five questians is shown on rhe
screen. As the announcer reads each question.
put

if!

a check is

the bo.r: before each question.)

(Announcer

iJ

shown holding a bOllie ojCholwoway)

Now , if you anere ' yes ' tc any th of these questions.
you re at rik of having a high cho!esterol level and it
Remember. high
would be a good idea to have it checked.

levels can lead to aJI kinds ofheaJth problems. But as
you e seen all naru Choleslaway is a safe and easy way
co keep it und..tcontrol.
STEVEN BRODY:
oni

(Te

ve been on Cho\eSlaway for about L\O month now. And
in the process of gettng my cholesterol t sted, my
cholesterol ha come down. At ths point, my cholesterol is

down over a hundrd points. The pluses to th M.ve been
Iha! r can eat almost whatever r wat , withn reasOD. eggs,
corned beef sandwich for lunch occasionally. and I'm stW
showing impn,wement, plus r' ve lost weight.
(A.s he to.k. "The fe.sults of using Chole.sraway wil vary
from individual ro individuol" appeDr . A he ay.s " I'm
stil showing impro\' emel1 " Ihe following sratemeTi
appears at the bo/w11 of/he.$cre'tn: " lfyau mainroin your

present level a/food fOfLwmpriun Ifhife raking
Choles/away, U!ir t!:rpl!riml. l! w1d knowledge afbody
cnemi.s/ry indicures (nUl/hereLr

a possibilry rhat weighl

loss will occur.

FEMALE ANOUNCER
#10

If you re one ofth O\"l:r 6:5 million American who sufer
h blood cho!es\.:rol. you \! be happy to know mere s a
markab!e b

akthough discovery that can lower you

cholesterol leve! \\ithout drgs . It's called Cholestaway.
bUllle ufCholl!

lu\\'ay Is shown. Sit!! picks

liP

(he bonle)

Cho!es!::mJY is ;m Jll.naturl dierary suppieme:1! that
J':rJnte s to \OIIC our choleste:-o\ or your :Toney bJck.
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That's right. It
for it

s guatr=ed. But don

(She holds up a stud. ' 'All

t just tae our word

products have possible but

remole side effects. See product literatue.

appears in

sma/l!efters ar rhe bo((om of the screen.)
Studies have proven ChoJestaway s effectiveness in
lowerig cholesrol.

work? Let

And

jus how docs Cholesrway

s tae a look.

(A chart with the stomach, liver and imestines is shown.
labeled in the liver and little arows show

Cholie acid is

rhe process rhat anouncer describes. When she mentions
rIC,
the word " Cholesraway " appears on
Cho!e91away by

rhe chaI.
Our liver prcesses choleserol , which is excreted in the
bile in the form d cholie acid. As the chelle acid enter the
inteStes , it look5 like food to your body and it s absorbed

into the bloodstream The absorbe cholic acid is cared
back to the liver and is excreted in the bile and reabsorbed

thugh the: inreses agai and agai. ChoJesway
intem.pts th cycle by combing with the cholic acid to
form an inoluble: reidue: tht can

t be rebsorbed.

(Announcer is seated on a table in a room. She picks up
the borrle and pours rhem in/o her hand)
Just two flavorf waers with every meal can lower you

cho!estero i count alost imedately. It s tht simple.
And it's complete!y sae. So if you re concered about
cholesterl cal the number on the scren and order

Cholesterl now.

Calcium carbona/e and magnesium are generally
recognized as safe by the FDA" appears at tfle bottom of
the screen when .she says " completely

safe.

(On the scr=en. as the woman continues 10 talk, in the
upper left- han corner are tWO bottles ofCholestaway. In

the upper right- hand corner there are Ihree credit cards
!1nd ur:der Ihol it NOds " Only

S

95 b1u.s S&H)

(C-l ..
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lax. ) Under this "Nol Avoilable in StQres." In the middle
of the screen "Send Check 10: ' 7MG/Cholesraway, P.
80J377 Dailll. TX i5J8D. " Under rhi$ "3D- Day Money

Back GuaCU(ee (less S&Hj" At rhe borrom alrhe screen
7MG/8544 Sun.e/ Blvd. L.A. ,

CA 90069.

You will get a month' s supply of ai-natu ChoIestway
for only $29. 95. Th is right, S29. 95, enougb for a fuiJ

th days. And reembe
na

, Cholcstway

a completeJy safe , aJJ.

is DO! a drg, but

dieta supplement th

gutee to lower YOUt cholesterol or your money back.
Pick up the phone aDd c. the

CAMILLA ROSENE.
LOPEZ,
stimonia1)

number on the screen now.

My choleserol, it wa very, very high

die!. Everyg

tht they say tht is bad I do not eat it. I exercise every Jay
and evcn chen. my choleserol does not went down. Now

one day, I wa chaging chaels when I saw fthe
advertsementJ on Cholesta'Yy and I decided to tr

it I

did and from 286 to 235, very slow!y, very surly, it

work

on me.

(As she speaJc ' The resulrs of using Cho/esraway will var
from individual to individual" appears at Ihe bottom of the
pic/ure.)

FEMAE ANNOUNCER

If you order ChoJestaway right now , you ll have the oppor-

#2:

tuty to purhae Cho!esTra.

(Holds tip box afCho/esTral aM removes dev;cefrom box.
Al bollam of screen " McuufaclW'ed by Cl1emTrak. the
leader

i/1 home lest medica! products.

Cho!esTiU is a unque home testing device tht all.ows you
to check yOUT -:holesterol !eveJ, quickly, casHy and

accurtely right in the comfort of your own home.
same device is often us by doctors on their parents.
97% A.CCURATE" appears on Ihe screen when she says
97% accurare.

And it s 97% accurle when used :i directed.
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(Pic/ure of/hI!

hull!sTrak co.! :wpeaTS Tv (hI: I ii " SJ 9
Cnda (he DUX 10 Ihe lejj " Onr: tlm!: U.5t!

Valu!! Only S/ 1. 9j

onl;..:

A$19. 00 value -- we re offering it to you fOlomy $11. 95.
Now v.ith ChoJesTrak you can see exactly how much your
cholesterol level has dropped using Choiestaway,
MS. LIDDY'

Th

is Dr. f

Dalton. Dr. Dalton is a

fortnsic psychiatrst. and h. ha

recognized

severa papers published

on the subject. Welcome. Doctor.

DR. DALTON,

MS. LIDDY,

Than you.
! Lldersland that your stOry has something w do \vith Dr.
Gibbons, something about him saving: your life.

DR.

DALTON,

Dr. Gibbons

and I

were workig rogether in Ulefsta!e

corr ti(:naJ system in Virginia. And r wa under the
of some physician who were takg care afmy health. I

had a diabetjc condition . which seemed to get Qut afhand.
And my trgJycerides as weJl as my cholesterol went so
high that It was very theatening. As a matter of fact, the
trgJycerides should onJy be around 200

as ile cholesterol

my nigJycerides were over 1600. and the
cholesteroJ was over 500. My doctors had wared me , and
they had put me on different types of medicatiorl. I had
side eff LS to them. and it was J very W1appy sitution.
should.

And

And in taking with my friend. Dr. Glbbons , he suggested
let's give it a tr. 51) we started on ChoJestaway. And
ithin se\"r. weeks. my chemisay concerning the

trglycerides and cheksterol had dropped to near nonnaL
By one men!r. they wcr

bOlh within normal rage. And i!

was one of the best things that had ever happened to me.
s hI! spl!aks rhe I\"vrcb ' The remIts of Ilsing Chall!stQway

mry from individuol to indil'idual" appear at the
borrom ofrhr scr/!rn in smalllrifers.
wil

\!R. \L-\CH.-\DO'

! m\ sure your doctOr was JUS! as surprised if nQt more rhan
YiJU.
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DR. DALTON,

Interestingly enough severa ofthc: physician who were

carng for me at thi time , and I stiJJ have those physician,
are tang Choh:staway themslves.

MR MACHAO,
DR. DALTON,

How abut

effects

side

did

you experience any?

None whatsoever. However , as I mClJtioned from the
medications wWch wer prescrption only and whch
doctors ftuentIy preribe for hyperhole,r.roiemia, there

were numerus side effects. And unorrteiy, r 'N a
v1Cti of tht

MR MACHADO,

Th you for shag your story with us, Doctor.

MS. LlDDY,

This is Barbar Egyde. HeIJo , Barbar

MS. !:GYUE:

Heilo.

MS. LIDDY,

r hear that you have an unusua

story to ten us concerng

Cho!estaway.

MS. EGY1E,

Yes, I ha a side effect, an unusua side eff t an a happy
one. ! lost 30 pounds.

MS. LIDDY,

You lost 30 pounds.

DR. OAL TON,

Th' s interestig Barar because I ba the same
experience. I lost 50 pounds over the pas five year.

If you maintain your present/eve! of food cOrlmprion
while taJng Cholesraway, Old experience an

weigh/lass wil

knwledge

a possibilry rha
occur " appears QJ the botrom of the screen

afbody chemistr indicates rha there

is

il1 small let1crs.

MS. LIDDY,

Fift pounds?

MS. EGYUDE,

Tht's wonderfl.

DR. DALTON,

Ex.c:tly.

\IS. UDDY

JUS! wha.t in Choll:s!away CJ.1JI:S cr. 1: 10 iosl: !he we ght?
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DR. DALTON,

Again. as Dr. Gibbons explains. it's the c.:cium combining

with the fat in food and il simply nev;:r goes into the
system. It' s a vcr) simpk. but vcr) effective methansm.
MS. LIDDY:

rt sounds very effective.

DR. DALTON,

Ltis.

MS. LIDDY,

Remembe. Choiesway is not a weight- loss progr.
Any weight loss you experience is merely a side effect.

MS. EGYUDE:

And may I say a very nice side effect

MS. LIDDY,

Yes.

('This is a paid commercial" appears af the bottom a/the
screen ins1Tiilellers.)

MS. LIDDY,

Than you all for joinig us, and shag your ex.periences
with our viewers.

REGIN JOHNSON,
(Testimonial)

Th you.

I ha a vcry high cholesterol count ADd my physician had
n:commended - she wa going 10 put me on medc:on.

And someone to!dme about ChoJestaway. And I have been

tang it, and my choleserol levc! is down to its normal
level , and I have lost quite a bit of weight as a bonus 10

thL
('The

results ofu.ing ChO/r!'slaway wil VQry from

individua/la individual" appears al the bottom afthe

screen in smallltlfers.)
FEj\(AE A.'JOL'NCER
#1,

Ifyou rc one of the o.. r 65 miBion American who sufer

frm high bloo cholesterol, )ou JI be happy to know
there s a rearle breakough

discovery tht can lower

your choleserolleve! ..thout drgs. It' s caled
Cho!estaW3Y.

-1 bOflle a/Chales/away is shown. She pick. up the boll/e.

Cho! st:Jway is In ",ll-r1aru die

ar suppiement that

gu.ute

ro! or your money back.

to lower

15'

our cholcsH
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That s right. I\ s guated. But don t just t.e our word
foric.
(She holds up a srody. "All products have pomble but
remote side efects. See product Jiterprure. " appears at the

bOllam of Ihe screen.)

Studies have proven Cholest.way s effectivenes in

lowerig choleStrol.
(Announcer i3 se(Jed on a table in a room. She pick up
(he bonle an pOUTS them into her hand)

Just tWo fJavorf waers with every mea can lower your

cholesterol count almost imedately. It s that simply.
And it's compJetely sae. So jfyou re concern aboU1
cholesterol cal the nWDber on the sc

n and

Cholestaway now.

Calcilm carbonat/ an magnesium are generally recognized as safe by the FDA appears aJ tne bollom of the
screen when she says "completely safe.

(On (he screen, as rhe woma continues fO talk. in the
upper left-hmd corner aTe rwa baffles ofCholesraway. In
Ihe upper righi- han corner there are three credit cards
and under thar II rr!(Jd. "Only $19. 95 (Plus S&Hj rCA +
lG:j Under rhis ".vot Available in Stores.

of (he screen "Send

Check to: "

In the midde

\.G/ChoiestlIay, P.

803377 Dallas. rx,
53(J0. " Under tni. "30- Day Money
Back Guaanlet! (l s S&H)" AI the bottom afthe screen

TMG/85.U

SU/'el Blvd.

L-L

CA 90069. '

You will get a moc.th' s supply ofal-c.tU Cholesway
for only S29. 95. Tht is right, S29. 95, enoug for a fu
thrt days. And n:member ,

Cho!es!.way is not a dr, but

a completely sae. alJ-rttu dieta suppJemec.t

guatees to lower your cholesterol or your money back.
Pick up the phone and call the Qumber en the screen now

EARDIE .\:-DERSON'

I was told that! h:lc high cholesterol. .-\d
Cho: sr:l\\";JY .-\d!

srand to :::e ir. . \nd

I was told about
:1ft ,

I g'.:ess
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about four months or so. r w nt to my doctor. and r was
Because
loid that my cholesterol had gone really dOV.11.

at

didn t tell me how much
if was good , tht it went all

firs it wa 286. and it went - she
it went down. But she told me

ThaI is what I was told. '-d!

tbe way do\.;

wa very

glad

FEMAE ANOUNCER

If you order Cholestaway right now. you lI have the oppor-

#2:

tuty to purhae Chole.Tra
(Holds up box of ChoiesTralc and removes device from bo:r,

Ar bottom alscreen " Manufacrured by Chemlrak. ,he
leader in home rest medical produCls. '
ChoJesTrn

is

a unque home testing device t.1at aJlows you

and
accurtely right in the comfort of your own home. Ths
sae device is often used by doctors on their patients,
easily
10 chl:ck your cholestero! level, quickly,

97% ACC(iRATE" appetls on the screen when she says
97% accurate. '
And

s 97% accurte when used as diected.

(Pictue a/the CholesTraJc box appears. To rhe

left "$19

Value Only SI2. 95. Under ,he box to the (eft " One rime use
only. '

A $19. 00 value - wc re offerig ir to you for only S12. 95.
ow with Cho! Tra you ca SI::: exactly how much your

cholesterol level ha dropped lUing Cholestaway.

MR MACHAO:

Rejoinig U5 is Dr. Gibbons to help with ths question and
segment of our show. We reently went out onto

anr

the stetS to get some orthe mOM often-asked queon.

pertg to cholesterol and Cho!estaway. and let's listen
in.

Ql'ESTION:

How can I flld OUI what my cholesterol level is:

DR. GIBBONS:

The simplest way is to go to your dector, and have a
physical check-up. :ld have your blood :es;:ed. A very
WJY is to use tr.e CholesTr:lk ;'il. tt
quick:me. :lI::CUr:lt

::j!y. ~~~
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.1110\\ 5 you to ch!:l.k your chckstero! !evel right in th
comfort of your 0"'11 hom . Simply and

.'IR. MACHADO:
QUESTION,

Let's go see who this person lS.

! have a teenae daughter mat has

high

cholesterol. Can

she rae ChoJestaway?

DR- GIBBONS,

naru
ChoJestaway is sae for all ag . It is a perfectly
prepartion. And there is no probJem giving: it tochildrn.
if they have high cholesterol. There has been a Jot of
interest lately on children I would say in famlies tht have
a history of high cholesterol. It is impo!'! to chl:k the
children. Because some teenagers an some in their early

t'enties ar d
QUf'TION,

;ng of he

an attcks.

My father has high blood pressur and high cholesterol.
Can he tae Cholestaway?

:-rn. MACHADO:

Tht is a good question. In fact. ! do have high blood
pressure. A!ot of people do. A Ie! of my frends do.

DR. GIBBONS.

ChoJestaway is perfectly safe for high blood pressur. In
fact. there have been srudies in the last year or tWo

employing the ingrents

of Cholestaway

to trat high

blood pressur. Some people with high blood pressure

ar

found to be low on their calcium. A.d Cholestaway is an
excellent soun:e of calcium. And it would probably be very
favorable to peple with high blood p

ssur.

QUESTION,

How long can you stay on Cholestaway?

DR. GIBBONS,

rndl.dinitel . It isn t:: medicine. It is a food supplement. It
is natural. You don t get too much of it. As I mentioned. it

ha calciwn in it. Women should be tang Cholestway

anywy to ketp their bones ha. So you

can tae: it

indef1nite!y.
,IS LIDDY'

So it would helc In os;eoparosis. perhaps

DR. G!BBOl'S.

Detinitely

\!S.

:DDY

mmricus. DoCtor Wh:Jt JIe t:;es

Jr:r.

io:s
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taking about when they fefer iO. good choieSterol?
DR. GIBBONS,

They put cholesterol in a machine tht s like a cream
And
s the high density that stys in me milk

separ(or.

par and the low density tht C'ames out of the emu
The Jow density is

par

thought to be tie bad one and the high

density is felt to be the goo one. The rotie of me Olle: to

the other is curntJy regared as importt. The
ChoJestaway seems to be gettg rid of

prily the Jow

density cholesterol and improving the ratio.
QUESTION,

Wh if you have an ulcer, or if you ha an weer , could you
still tac: ChoJeStway?

DR. GIBBONS,

I! is actuly

a good idea (0 tae Cho!estaway. It is an

excellent antactd among other thgs. And ulcer patientS
wiJl get considerable relief when they tae r.e

ChoieStway. Some people have: told me tht they took it
as an anlaid. But It is defitely safe for people with

weers.

MR. MACHAO,

We have time for one more question. So let's listen here.

QUESTION,

Ar there any side effects frm Cholesway?

MS. LIDDY,

!"I anwer that one. Yes. there is one major side effect

while on Cholestaway. You wiJl probably lose weight

(Te/ollowing statement appears a/ rhe bottom ofrhe
screen in smail lelters: "/fyou main/ainyour present level
of food cOnJumplion while taking Cholestaway, tJUT

tJpe,"jenct: and knowledge of!Jody chemistr indicates rhar

Ihere is a possibilry thai weight loss wil occu.

MR. MAC'1O,

Now , the reults of using Cholestaway vares with ever

individua. Your e:tperience with Cho!esuway might differ

th

our
incredible guest Dr. DeLam Gibbons. the discoverer of

frm what we ' VI: hear here today. I'd like to

ths e:ttnordinary cholesterol-reducing product,

Cho!esta,',ay. for being on our progr tOday. Remember.
you can order O:.olesuway right now by calling the 800.
numbo:rno tho: scre
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This is a paid commercial" appears on the screen)

t-ELINE WALSH:

I origialy had a cholesterol problem

(Testimonial)

dropped down 10 238.

0(278 and DOW it ha

('The results of using Cholwaway wil \lory from indi\lidua 10 individUi'" appears at bO(tom of screen in smalJ

lelfen)

FEMAE ANNOUNCER
#1:

one orthe over 65 millon American who suer
frm high blood cholesterol. you will be happy 10 know
discovery th can
tb there is a remale
lower your cholesterl level without drgs. It is caled
Cholestaway.
If you

breug

(Scene/odes and the WOMall appears in a garden holding a

boule ofCholwaw.)
ChoJest

way is an all-natu dieta supplement

guatees 10 lower your cholesterol or your mODey back.
Tht is right. It' s guateed
But don t just tae our word for it.
(She /wlds up a stud. AI botrom afscreen, the words

All

productS have remote side effects. See product lieratue.

have proven Cholestwa.y s df tiveness in
lowerig cholesterol.
Studi

(Sh
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
oicertain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy ofa draft complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge the respondents
with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the draft complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is
for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated or that the facts , as alleged
in the complaint , other than jurisdictional facts , are true; and
The Commission having considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the Act , and that a complaint should issue stating its charges
in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed consent

agreement and placed such agreement on the pub1ic record for a
period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. At relevant

Direct
Marketing Group, Inc. was known as Television Marketing Group,
Inc. , a Ca1ifornia corporation with its principal offce or place
business at 8544 Sunset Boulevard , Los Angeles , California.
2. Respondent Western International Media Corporation is a
Ca1ifornia corporation with its principal offce or place of business at
8544 Sunset Boulevard , Los Angeles , Ca1ifornia.
times herein , respondent Western

ORDER
DEFINITONS

For purposes of this order , the following definitions shall apply:

1. " Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean tests
analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
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of professionals in the relevant area , that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.
2. Unless otherwise specified respondents shall mean Western
Direct Marketing Group, Inc. and Western International Media
Corporation , corporations , their successors and assigns and their

offcers ,

and each of the above s agents , representatives and

employees.
3. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U.S. C. 44.

It
is
ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or
distribution ofCholestaway or any other food , dietary supplement or
drug, as " food" and " drug " are defined in Section 15 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , in or affecting commerce , shall not make any
representation , in any manner , expressly or by implication:

A. That such product significantly lowers or has any other effect
on serum cholesterol levels , with or without changes in diet;
B. That such product significantly lowers serum cholesterol
levels or causes significant weight loss even if users eat foods
high in fat , including fried chicken and pizza;
C. That such product substantially reduces or eliminates or has
any other effect on the body s absorption of dietary fat;
D. That such product lowers low density lipoprotein cholesterol
or improves the high density lipoprotein cholesterol to low
density lipoprotein cholesterol ratio;
E. That such product is effective in the treatment of hardening of
the arteries or heart disease;
F. That such product causes significant weight loss or has any
other effect on weight, with or without changes in diet;
G. That such product significantly reduces or has any other effect
on blood triglyceride levels; or
H. That such product significantly reduces or has any other effect
on blood pressure levels
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unless , at the time the representation is made , respondents possess
and rely upon competent and

reliable scientific evidence that

substantiates the representation.

II.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or
distribution ofCholestaway or any substantially similar product in or
affecting commerce , shall not use the name " Cholestaway " or any
other name that represents , expressly or by implication , that the
product will lower serum cholesterol levels , unless , at the time the
representation is made , respondents possess and rely upon competent
and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the representation.

It is further ordered

That respondents ,

directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or

distribution of any product in or affecting commerce ,

shall not

misrepresent , in any manner , expressly or by implication , the
existence , contents , validity, results , conclusions or interpretations of
any test, study or research.
IV.

It is further ordered

That respondents , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or
distribution of any product in or affecting commerce , shall not
represent , in any manner , expressly or by implication , that the
experience represented by any user testimonial or endorsement of the
product represents the typical or ordinary experience of members of
the public who use the product , unless:

A. At the time it is made , respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates
the representation; or

B. Respondents disclose , clearly and prominently, and in close
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial , either:

, "
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generally expected results would be for users ofthe
product , or
The limited applicability ofthe endorser s experience to what

1. What the

2.

consumers may generally expect to achieve ,

that is, that

consumers should not expect to experience similar results.
For purposes of this Part

endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16

CFR 255. 0(b).

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for such drug
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food
and Drug Administration , or under any new drug application
approved by the Food and Drug Administration.
VI.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
specifically permitted in
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and

representation for any product that is

Drug Administration

pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and

Education Act of 1990.

VII.
It is further ordered That respondents Western Direct Marketing

Group and Western International Media Corporation , and their
successors and assigns shall , for five (5) years after the last date of

dissemination of any representation covered by this order , maintain
and upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission
for inspection and copying:

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;

B. All materials that were relied

upon in disseminating the

representation; and
C. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualify,
or call into question the representation ,

or the basis relied
,
including
complaints
and other
upon for the representation
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communications with consumers or with governmental or
consumer protection organizations.

Vll
It is further ordered That respondents Western Direct Marketing
Group and Western International Media Corporation and their
successors and assigns shall deliver a copy of this order to all current
and future principals , offcers , directors and managers , and to all
current and future employees , agents , and representatives having
responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of this order, and
shall secure from each such person a signed and dated statement
acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondents shall deliver this
order to such current personnel within thirty (30) days after the date
of service of this order , and to future personnel within thirty (30) days
after the person assumes such position or responsibilities.
Respondents shall maintain and upon request make available to the
Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying a copy of each
signed statement acknowledging receipt of the order.
IX.

It is further ordered That respondents Western Direct Marketing

Group and Western International Media Corporation and their
successors and assigns shall notifY the Commission at least thirty (30)
days prior to any change in the corporations that may affect
compliance obligations arising under this order , including but not
limited to a dissolution ofa subsidiary, parent or affliate that engages
in any acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a
bankptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address.
Provided , however, that , with respect to any proposed change in the
corporations about which respondents learn less than thirt (30) days
prior to the date such action is to take place , respondents shall notifY
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified
mail to the Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of
Consumer Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D.

It isfurtherordered That respondents Western Direct Marketing
Group and Western International Media Corporation and their
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successors and assigns shall , within sixty (60) days after the date of

service of this order , and at such other times as the Federal Trade
Commission may require , file with the Commission a report , in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they
have complied with this order.
Xl.

This order will terminate on July 28 , 2018 , or twenty (20) years
!Tom the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade

Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order
whichever comes later; provided , however , that the filing of such a
complaint will not effect the duration of:
A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;
B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named
as a defendant in such complaint; and
C. This order if such complaint is fied after the order has

terminated pursuant to this Part.
Provided further , that ifsuch complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondents did not violate any provision of the order
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal

then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the
complaint had never been fied ,

except that the order wil not

terminate between the date such complaint is fied and the later of the

deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MATTER OF

INSTITUTIONAL PHARMACY NETWORK , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA nON OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

3822.

Complaint ,

Aug.

1998-Decision , Aug.

This consent order prohibits , among other things ,

, 1998

the respondents ,

providers of institutional pharmacy services in Oregon ,

who are

from entering into

maintaining, or enforcing any agreement with any pharmacy concerning fees or
fixing, raising, stabilizing, maintaining, or tampering with any fees.

Participants
Randall Marks , Steven Levy, Michael

For the Commission:

McNeely, William Baer
For the respondents:

and

Jonathan Baker.

Douglas Ross

and

Pat Morris

in- house

counsel , Portland , OR.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that the

Institutional Pharmacy Network; Evergreen Pharmaceutical , Inc.
NCS Healthcare of Oregon , Inc. ; NCS Healthcare of Washington
Inc. ; United Professional Companies , Inc. ; and White , Mack and
Wart , Inc. , hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondents , have
violated and are violating the Federal Trade Commission Act and that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
I. Respondent

Institutional Pharmacy Network (" IPN" )

corporation organized ,

is a

existing, and doing business under and by

virtue of the laws of the State of Oregon with its office and principal
place of business located at 1300 SW 5th A venue , Suite 2300
Portland , Oregon.
2. Respondent Evergreen Pharmaceutical , Inc. (" Evergreen ), is
a corporation organized , existing, and doing business under and by

Washington with its office and
principal place of business located at 12220 II 3th Avenue , NE
virte of the laws of the State of

Kirkland , Washington.
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3. Respondent NCS Healthcare

of Oregon , Inc. (" NCS

of

Oregon ), is a corporation organized , existing, and doing business
under and by virtue of the laws ofthe State of Ohio with its offce and
principal place of business located at 2725 Columbia Blvd. , Portland
Oregon.
4. Respondent NCS Healthcare of Washington , Inc. (" NCS of
Washington ), is a corporation organized , existing, and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the state of Ohio with its

office and principal place of business located at 13035 Gateway
Drive , Seattle , Washington.
5. Respondent United Professional Companies , Inc. (" UPC" ), is
a corporation organized , existing, and doing business under and by

virtue of the Jaws of the State of Delaware with its offce and
principal place of business located at 3 724 West Wisconsin A venue
Milwaukee , Wisconsin.
6. Respondent White , Mack & Wart , Inc. , doing business as
ProPac Pharmacy (" ProPac ), is a corporation organized , existing,

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Oregon with its office and principal place of business located at
11620 NE Ainsworth Circle , Portland , Oregon.

7. IPAC Pharmacy (" IPAC" ) was a corporation

organized

existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Oregon. On or about July 3I , 1996 , after the occurrence of
the events alleged in paragraphs 18- , respondent NCS of Oregon
purchased the pharmacy business oflPAC.
8. Clinical Health Systems (" Clinical" ) was a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virte of the
laws of the State of Washington. On or about November 1 , 1996

after the occurrence of the events alleged in paragraphs I8respondent NCS of Washington purchased the pharmacy business of
Clinical.
9. Thc respondents named in paragraphs two through six herein
(sometimes referred to as " institutional pharmacy respondents
provide institutional pharmacy services in Oregon.
10. Clinical , Evergreen , IP AC, ProPac , and UPC formed IPN and
have been its only members.
11. The institutional pharmacy respondents are engaged in the

business of providing pharmacy services to institutional care
facilities , such as nursing homes. Institutional pharmacies provide
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specialized services ,

including providing medications in single dose
packages , maintaining an " emergency box " at the client facility with
drugs for use in emergency situations , and providing consulting and
quality assurance services to institutional care facilities.
12. IPN engages in substantial activities that further its members
pecuniary interests. By virte of its purposes and activities , IPN is a
corporation within the meaning of Section 4 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , 15 U.sC. 44.
13. The general business practices of IPN and its members,
including those practices herein alleged , are in or affect " commerce
within the meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , 15 U. c. 45.
14. Except to the extent that IPN and its members have restrained

competition as alleged herein , lPN' s members have been , and are
now , in competition among themselves and with other providers of
institutional phannacy services in Oregon. Absent agreements among
competing pharmacies on the price and other tenns on which they
will provide services to third- party payers , competing phannacies
decide individually whether , and at what price , to enter into contracts
with such payers.
15. The State of Oregon created the Oregon Health Plan ("OHP"
in 1994 to provide health care to Medicaid recipients and other needy
Oregonians. Under OHP , the state contracts with Fully Capitated
Health Plans (" Plans ), which are managed care organizations that

receive a fixed payment to care for OHP patients. The Plans in turn
contract with providers , including hospitals , physicians , retail

phannacies , and institutional phannacies. OHP covers about half of
all institutional care patients in Oregon.
16. IPN neither provides ncw or effcient services , nor enables its

members to provide new or effcient services. Moreover ,

IPN

members do not share risk. Instead , IPN provides a vehicle for its

members to reach collective decisions on the prices that the
institutional phannacics will seek from the Plans.
17. The institutional pharmacy members of IPN have agreed
among themselves , and IPN has acted as a combination of those
institutional pharmacies , and has combined with them , to engage in
collective negotiations over price and other tenns with the Plans and
thereby to fix the fees they charge the Plans. In so doing, IPN and its
institutional pharmacy members have fixed , stabilized , or increased
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the price of institutional pharmacy services and otherwise restrained
competition among institutional pharmacies in Oregon.
18. The institutional pharmacy members ofIPN together provide
pharmacy services for approximately 80 percent of the patients that
receive institutional pharmacy services in Oregon. Their purpose in
agreeing to negotiate collectively has been to maximize theirresulting

leverage in bargaining over reimbursement rates with the Plans.
Indeed , even before forming lPN , they saw " an advantage to negotiate
from strength for reimbursement" because they recognized that competition among themselves would drive down reimbursement rates.
I9. IPN has contracted with three Plans. Pursuant to each ofthose
contracts , each Plan pays IPN members a higher rate than it pays
institutional pharmacies that are not IPN members and that did not
negotiate collectively with that Plan.
20. IPN also attempted to contract with at least four other Plans.
Clinical , Evergreen , IPAC , ProPac , and UPC agreed that , before
conducting individual negotiations , each member would give IPN
time to attempt to negotiate a contract. Pursuant to this agreement , the

pharmacies negotiated separately with three of the Plans only after
IPN failed to reach an agreement on behalf of the group. IPN also
negotiated with a fourth Plan that is by far the largest purchaser of
institutional pharmacy services for OHP patients. Although this Plan
sought to deal with Clinical , Evergreen , IP AC , ProPac , and UPC
individually, the pharmacies largely refused to respond and instead

approachcd the Plan as a group. After months of attempting to
negotiate individually with the institutional pharmacy members of
lPN , and under pressure to implement pharmacy arrangements for
institutional care patients under OHP , the Plan began negotiating with
IPN. As a result of these negotiations , the Plan agreed to pay higher
rates to IPN members than it had agreed to pay other institutional
pharmacies.
2I. Respondents ' actions as alleged herein have had and have the
purpose , tendency, and capacity, among other effects:

a. To restrain competition among pharmacies providing
institutional pharmacy services in Oregon;
b. To fix or increase the prices that the Plans pay for institutional
pharmacy services to OHP patients in Oregon; and
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c. To deprive the State of Oregon , the Plans , nursing homes and
other long- term care facilities , and OHP beneficiaries ofthe benefits
of competition among providers of institutional phannacy services in

Oregon.

22. The combinations or agreements and the acts and practices
described above constitute unfair methods of competition in violation

of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The acts and
practices , as herein alleged , are continuing and wil continue in the
absence of the relief herein requested.
DECISION AND ORDER
The Federal Trade Commission (" Commission ), having initiated
an investigation of certain acts and practices ofInstitutional

Network; Evergreen Phannaceutical ,

Inc.

Phannacy

; NCS Healthcare of

Oregon , Inc. ; NCS Healthcare of Washington , Inc. ; United
Professional Companies , Inc. ; and White , Mack and Wart , Inc.
hereinafter sometimes referred to as the respondents , and the

respondents having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of
complaint that the Bureau of Competition presented to the

Commission for its consideration and which ,

if issued by the

Commission , would charge respondents with a violation of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 U. c. 45;
and
Respondcnts , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafier executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents ofall the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statementthat the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , are true , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s rules; and

The Commission having thereafier considered the matter and
having determined that it had rcason to be1ieve that the respondents
have violated the said Acts , and that a complaint should issue stating
its chargcs in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the

executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further confonnity with
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the procedure described in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Institutional Pharmacy Network is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the

laws of the State of Oregon with its offce and principal place of
business located at 1300 SW 5th Avenue , Suite 2300 , Portland
Oregon.
2. Respondent Evergreen Phannaceutical , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Washington with its offce and principal place of
business located at 12220 1 13th Avenue , NE , Kirkland , Washington.
3. Respondent NCS Hea1thcare of Oregon , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Ohio with its offce and principal place of
business located at 2725 Columbia Blvd. , Portland Oregon.
4. Respondent NCS Health care of Washington , Inc. , is a
corporation organized ,

existing, and doing business under and by
state of Ohio with its office and principal
located at 13035 Gateway Drive , Seattle

virte of the laws of the

place of business

Washington.

Professional Companies , Inc. , is a
existing, and doing business under and by

5. Respondent United
corporation organized ,

virte of the laws of the State of Delaware with

its offce and

principal place of business located at 3724 West Wisconsin A venue
Milwaukee , Wisconsin.
6. Respondent White , Mack and Wart , Inc. (doing business as
Propac Pharmacy), is a corporation organized , existing, and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Oregon with

its office and principal place of business located at II620 NE
Ainsworth Circle , Portland , Oregon.
7. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER

It

is

ordered That , as used in this order , the following definitions

shall apply:

Institutional Pharmacy Network ("IPN" means
Institutional Phannacy Network; its directors , officers , employees
A. Respondent

agents and representatives ,

predecessors , successors , and assigns; its

subsidiaries , divisions , and groups and affiliates controlled by IPN;
and the respective directors , offcers , employees , agents and
representatives , successors , and assigns of each.
B. Respondent
Evergreen Pharmaceutical, Inc. means Evergreen
Phannaceutical , Inc. ; its directors , offcers , employees , agents and
representatives , predecessors , successors , and assigns; its subsidiaries
divisions , and groups and affliates controlled by Evergreen Phannaceutical , Inc. ; and the respective directors , offcers , employees , agents
and representatives , successors , and assigns of each.
C. Respondent
NCS Healthcare of Oregon , Inc. means NCS
Healthcare of Oregon , Inc. ; its directors , offcers , employees , agents
and representatives , predecessors , successors , and assigns; its
subsidiaries , divisions , and groups and affliates controlled by NCS
Healthcare of Oregon; and the respective directors , offcers
employees , agents and representatives , successors , and assigns of
each.
D. RespondentNCS
Healthcare of Washington , Inc. means NCS
Healthcare of Washington , Inc. ; its directors , offcers , employees
agents and representatives ,

predecessors , successors , and assigns; its

subsidiaries , divisions , and groups and affliates controlled by NCS
Healthcare of Washington; and the respective directors , offcers
employees , agents and representatives , successors , and assigns of
each.
E. Respondent
United Professional Companies, Inc. means

United Professional

Companies , Inc. ; its directors , offcers

employees , agents and representatives , predecessors , successors , and
and groups and affiliates
controlled by United Professional Companies , Inc. ; and the respective
directors , offcers , employees , agents and representatives , successors
and assigns of each.

assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions ,

g.,
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White , Mack and Wart, Inc. means White , Mack

F. Respondent

and Wart ,

Inc. ; its directors , offcers ,

employees , agents and

representatives , predecessors , successors , and assigns; its subsidiaries

divisions , and groups and affliates controlled by White , Mack and
Wart , Inc. ; and the respective directors , offcers , employees , agents
and representatives , successors , and assigns of each.
Third-party payer means any person or entity that reimburses
G.
for , purchases , or pays for all or any part of the health care services
provided to any other person , and includes , but is not limited to:
health insurance companies; managed care organizations; Fully
Capitated Health Care Plans under the Oregon Health Program;
pharmacy benefit managers; prepaid hospital , medical , or other health
service plans; health maintenance organizations; preferred provider
organizations; government health benefits programs; administrators
of self- insured health benefits programs; and employers or other
entities providing self- insured health benefits programs.
H.
Oregon Health Plan means the plan created by the State of
Oregon in 1994 to provide health care to Medicaid recipients and
other needy Oregonians.
1. " Qualifed

risk-sharingjoint arrangement means an arrange-

ment to provide services in which (1) the arrangement does not

restrict the ability, or facilitate the refusal , of pharmacy providers
participating in the arrangement to deal with payers individually or
through any other arrangement , and (2) all pharmacy providers
participating in the alTangement share substantial financial risk from
their participation in the arrangement through: (a) the provision of
services to payers at a capitated rate; (b) the provision of services for
a predetermined percentage of premium or revenue from payers; (c)
(e.
substantial withholds)
the use of significant financial incentives
for its participating providers , as a group, to achieve specified

cost-containment goals; or (d) the provision of a complex or extended

course oftreatment that requires the substantial coordination of care
by different types of providers offering a complementary mix of
services , for a fixed , predetermined payment , where the costs of that
course of treatment for any individual patient can vary greatly due to
the individual patient s condition , the choice , complexity, or length of
treatment , or other factors.
J.
Qualifed clinically- integratedjoint arrangement means an
arrangement to provide services in which (1) the arrangement does
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not restrict the ability, or facilitate the refusal , ofphannacy providers
participating in the arrangement to deal with payers individually or
through any other arrangement , and (2) all phannacy providers

participating in the arrangement participate in active and ongoing
programs of the arrangement to evaluate and modify the practice

patterns of,

and create a high degree of interdependence and

cooperation among, the providers participating in the arrangement , in

order to control costs and ensure quality of the services provided
through the arrangement.

means an agreement between two phannacies
that one will fulfill the contractual obligations of the other to provide
phannacy goods and services to the patients of an institutional care
K.

Subcontraci

facility or third-

party payer at a particular facility, when (1) the

contracting phannacy cannot reasonably fulfill its contract obligations

at that facility or (2) a respondent is operating in its capacity as a
network including that facility if, at the time of the agreement , that
facility had a pre-cxisting contract with another phannacy.
II.

It isfurther ordered That each respondent , in connection with the
provision of institutional pharmacy goods and services in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , cease and desist , directly or indirectly, or through
any corporatc or other device , from entering into , attempting to enter
into , organizing, attempting to organize , implementing, attempting to
imp1ement , continuing, attempting to continue , facilitating, attempting to facilitate , ratifying, or attempting to ratify any agreement with
any phannacy either (1) concerning fees or (2) setting, fixing, raising,
stabilizing, establishing, maintaining, adjusting, or tampering with
any fees.
Provided that nothing in this order shall be construed to prohibit
any respondent from:

(1) Entering into any agreement or engaging in conduct that is
reasonably necessary to form ,

facilitate ,

manage , operate , or

participate in:

(a) A qualified risk-sharing joint arrangement; or
(b) A qualified clinically integrated joint arrangement , if the
respondent has provided the prior notification(s) as required by this
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paragraph (b). Such prior notification must be fied with the Secretary
of the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to forming,

facilitating, managing, operating, participating in , or taking any
action , other than planning, in furtherance of any joint arrangement
requiring such notice (" first waiting period" ), and shal1 include for
such arrangement the identity of each participant; the location or area
of operation; a copy of the agreement and any supporting
organizational documents; a description of its purpose or function; a
description of the nature and cxtent of the integration expected to be
achieved , and the anticipated resulting effciencies; an explanation
the relationship of any agreement on reimbursement to furthering the
integration and achieving the expected effciencies; and a description

of any procedures proposed to be implemented to limit possible
anti competitive effects resulting from such agreement(s). If, within

the first waiting period , a representative of the Commission makes a
written request for additional information , respondent shal1 not form
facilitate , manage , operate , participate in , or take any action , other
than planning, in furtherance of such joint arrangement until thirty
(30) days after substantial1y complying with such request for
additional information (" second waiting period" ) or such shorter

waiting period as may be granted by letter from the Bureau of
Competition.
(2) Agreeing on the terms by which that respondent wil1 provide

pharmacy goods or services:
(a) With a prescription benefit manager or other third- party payer

that is acting on behalf of an employer or other purchaser of
pharmacy goods and services and (i) that is neither owned by nor
operates any pharmacies providing institutional pharmacy services

or (ii) that owns or operates a pharmacy providing institutional
pharmacy services as long as rcspondent notifies the Commission in
writing at least forty- five (45) days prior to such agreement.
(b) To an institutional care facility that is acting as a purchaser of

pharmacy goods or services , even if the facility also owns a
pharmacy.
(c) With another pharmacy pursuant to a subcontract.
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(3) Agreeing on the tenns by which respondent wil purchase
phannacy goods or services in its capacity as an institutional care
facility.
(4) Contracting to operate or manage a pharmacy.

It is further ordered,

That each respondent shall:

A. Within thirty (30) days after the date on which this order
becomes final , cause the distribution by first- class mail of this order
and the complaint to (1) each of its corporate offcers , directors , and
managers , and the offcers , directors , and managers with responsibility for operating phannacies in the states of Oregon and Washington
and (2) each Fully Capitated Health Plan under the Oregon Health
Plan;
B. For a period of two (2) years after the date this order becomes
final , distribute by first-class mail a copy of this order and the

complaint to each new member of IPN and each of respondent'
corporatc officers , directors , and managers , and officers , directors
and managers with responsibility for operating pharmacies in the
states of Oregon and Washington , within (30) days of the member
admission or the election , appointment , or employment of the offcer
director , or manager;
C. File a verified written report within sixty (60) days after the
date this order becomes final setting forth in detail the manner and
fonn in which it intends to comply, is complying, and has complied
with paragraphs II and II of this order , and annually thereafter for
five (5) years on the anniversary of the date this order becomes final
and at such other times as the Commission may require , setting forth
in detail the manner and form in which it has complied and is
complying with paragraphs II and II of this order;
D. Notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to (1) the
respondent's dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , or (2) the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries that may affect compliance obligations arising out of the
order or any other change that may affect compliance obligations

arising out of the order; and
E. For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with
this order , permit any duly authorized representative of the

Commission: (1) access , during office hours and in the presence of
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counsel , to inspect and copy all books ,
correspondence , memoranda , calendars , and

ledgers , accounts

other records and

documents in the possession or under the control of a respondent
relating to any matters contained in this order; and (2) upon five days
notice to the respondent , and without restraint or interference from it
to interview its officers , directors , or employees.
IV.

It is further ordered That this order will terminate on August 11
2018.
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IN THE MATTER OF

COLUMBIA/HCA HEAL THCAR , ET AL.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 7 OF THE CLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

3472.

Consent Order,

Nov.

1993-Modifing

Order,

Aug.

, 1998

This order reopens a 1993 consent order - that prohibited the respondents from
acquiring any acute care hospital in Osceola County, Florida , without prior

Commission approval- and this order modifies paragraph IV of the consent order

by eliminating the prior approval requirement and substituting a prior notice
provision for it.

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER

On April 9 ,

1998 , Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation

Columbia/HCA" or " respondent" ), the respondent named in the
consent order issued by the Commission on November I9 , I993 , in
Docket No. C- 3472 ("Order

), fied its Petition To Reopen

and

Modify Consent Order (" Petition ) in this matter. Columbia/HCA
asks that the Commission reopen and modify the Order , along with
four other orders ,

pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , IS U. C. 45(b), and Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure , 16 CFR 2. , and
consistent with the Statement of Federal Trade Commission Policy
Concerning Prior Approval And Prior Notice Provisions , issued on
June 2I , 1995 (" Prior Approval Policy Statement " or " Statement" ). I
Co1umbia/HCA's Petition requests that the Commission reopen and

modify the Order to eliminate the prior approval requirement. In the
alternative , Columbia/HCA requests that the Commission reopen and
modify the Order by substituting a prior notification provision for
paragraph IV , which currently requires Columbia/HCA to seek the
prior approval of the Commission to acquire or to permit to be
acquired certain acute care hospitals. The thirty- day public comment
period on Columbia/HCA' s Petition ended on May 19 , 1998. No
comments were received. For the reasons discussed below , the
1 60 Fed. Reg. 3974547 (Aug. 3 , 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)

241.
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Commission has determined to set aside the prior approval requirement in paragraph IV , and substitute a prior notice provision for it.
The Commission , in its Prior Approval Policy Statement

concluded that a general policy of requiring prior approval is no
longer needed " citing the availability of the premerger notification
and waiting period requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act
commonly referred to as the Hart- Scott- Rodino (" HSR" ) Act , 15
c. 18a , to protect the public interest in effective merger law
enforcement. Prior Approval Policy Statement at 2. The Commission
announced that it will " henceforth rely on the HSR process as its

principal means of learning about and reviewing mergers by
companies as to which the Commission had previously found a
reason to believe that the companies had engaged or attempted to
engage in an illegal merger. " As a general matter Commission
orders in such cases will not include prior approval or prior
notification requirements. Id.
The Commission stated that it will continue to fashion remedies
as needed in the public interest , including ordering narrow prior
approval or prior notification requirements in certain limited circumstances. The Commission said in its Prior Approval Policy Statement
that " a narrow prior approval provision may be used where there is a
credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to engage in
an anti competitive merger would , but for the provision, attempt the
same or approximately the same merger. " The Commission also said
that " a narrow prior notification provision may be used where there
is a credible risk that a company that cngaged or attempted to engage
in an anticompetitive merger would , but for an order , engage in an
otherwise unrcportable anti competitive merger. Id. at 3. As
explained in the Prior Approval Policy Statement , the need for a prior
notification requirement will depend on circumstances such as the
structural characteristics of the relevant markets , the size and other
characteristics of the market participants , and other relevant factors.
The Commission also announced , in its Prior Approval Policy
Statement , its intention " to initiate a process for reviewing the
retention or modification ofthese existing requirements " and invited
respondents subject to such requirements " to submit a rcquest to
Id.
at 4. The Commission determined that when
a petition is filed to reopen and modify an order pursuant to . . . (the

reopen the ordcr.

Prior Approval Policy StatementJ, the Commission will apply a
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rebuttable presumption that the public interest requires reopening of

the order and modification

of the prior approval requirement

Jd.
The complaint in Docket No. C- 3472 (" complaint" ) alleged that
ColumbialHCA' s acquisition of Galen Health Care , Inc. (" Galen
would violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U.
, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Aet , as amended
15 U. c. 45 , by lessening competition in the market for the sale and
consistent with the policy announced" in the Statement.

production of acute care hospitals in Osceola County, Florida.
The complaint alleged that the acquisition would eliminate aetual

competition between ColumbialHCA and Galen in the relevant
markets; significantly increase the already high level of concentration

in the relevant markets; enhance the likelihood of collusion or
interdependent coordination between or among the firms in the
relevant markets; and deny free and open competition based on price
quality and service in the provision of acute care inpatient hospital
services in thc relevant markets. The Order required Columbia/HCA
to divest Kissimmee Memorial Hospital , whieh ColumbialHCA did.
The presumption is that setting aside the general prior approval
requirement in this Order is in the public

interest. There is no

evidence in the record that rebuts that presumption

ColumbialHCA acquired Galen , and there is nothing to suggest a
credible risk that ColumbialHCA will seek to acquire Kissimmee
Memorial Hospital. Accordingly, the Commission has determined to
reopen the proceedings and modify the Order to eliminate the prior
approval requirement and substitute a prior notice provision for it.
Prior notification is appropriate for acquisitions in the relevant
market because the reeord evidenees a eredible risk that the

respondent eould engage in future antieompetitive aequisitions that
would not be subjeet to the premerger notifieation and waiting period
requirements of the HSR Aet. The relevant market is local , and the
aequisition price of an acute care hospital , or a portion thereof, eould

fall below the size-of-transaetion threshold in the HSR Act.
Aeeordingly, pursuant to the Prior Approval Poliey Statement and the
respondent s request , the Commission has detennined to modifY
paragraph IV of the Order to substitute a prior notifieation
requirement for the existing prior approval requirement.
Aceordingly,
It
is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is
reopened; and
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It

is

filrther ordered That paragraph IV of the Order be , and it

hereby is , modified , as of the effective date of this order , to read as

follows:
IV.
It is
filrther ordered That , for a period often (10) years from the
date this order becomes final , no respondent shall , without prior

notification to the Federal Trade Commission:
A. Acquire any acute care hospital in Osceola County, Florida; or
B. Permit any acute care hospital it operates in Osceola County,
Florida to be acquired by any person that operates , or will operate
immediately following such acquisition , any other acute care hospital
in Osceola County, Florida.

Provided , however , that no acquisition shall be subject to this
paragraph IV of this order if the fair market value of (or , for) the
acute care hospital or part thereof to be acquired does not exceed one
million dollm- s (S 1 , 000 000).

The prior notifications required by this paragraph IV shall be
given on the 'Jotification and Report Fonn set forth in the Appendix
to Part 803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations , as

amended (hereinafter referred to as " the Notification ), and shall be
prepared and transmitted in accordance with the requirements ofthat
part , except that no fiing fee will be required for any such
notification , notification shall be fied with the Secretary of the
Commission , notification need not be made to the United States
Department of Justice , and notification is required only of respondent

and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shall
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thirty days prior
to consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to as the
first waiting period"

). If,

within the first waiting period

representatives of the Commission make a written request for
additional information , respondent shall not consummate the

transaction until thirty days after substantially complying with such
request for additional infonnation. Early termination of the waiting
periods in this paragraph may be requested and , where appropriate
granted by letter from the Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding,
prior notification shall not be required by this paragraph for a

, "
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transaction for which notification is required to be made , and has
been made , pursuant to Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , 15 U.

c. 18a.

Commissioner Swindle dissenting.
STATEvlENT OF CHAIRMAN ROBERT PITOFSKY AND COMMISSIONERS
SHEILA F. A THONY A D MOZELLE W. THOMPSON

On April 9 ,

1998 , Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation

Columbia/l-ICA" ) filed a Petition pursuant to Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice , 16 CFR 2. , and the Statement of
Federal Trade Commission Policy Concerning Prior Approval and

Prior Notice Provisions (" Prior Approval Policy Statement" ) to
Reopen and Modify the Orders in Docket Nos. C- 3472 , C- 3505
3538 , C- 3544 and D. 9256. By that Petition , ColumbialHCA
requests that the prior approval requirements in the Orders be deleted
and , as an alternativc , that the Orders be modified to require prior

notification of potentially anti competitive transactions below the
Hart- Scott- Rodino (" HSR" ) Act threshold. Upon consideration ofthis
matter , the Commission decided to grant Columbia/HCA' s Petition
to delcte the prior approval provisions in the Orders and replace them
with prior notilication provisions upon the terms set forth below.
Thc Commission s 1995 Prior Approval Policy Statement

provides that as a general matter , (future) Commission orders. . .
wil not includc prior approval or prior notification requirements. " If
a Petition is filed to reopen and modify an order , pursuant to the
(Policy Statement), the Commission will apply a rebuttable
presumption that the public interest requires reopening of the order

and modilication of the prior approval requirement." But the
Statement also directs that the terms of any prior

notification

requirement be considered " on a case- by-case basis " in light of the

characteristics of particular markets , market participants and other
reserves its equitable

relevant factors. Significantly, the Commission

power to fashion remedies needed to protect the public interest
including by ordering limited prior approval and/or notifcation in

certain limited circumstances. " See Prior Approval Policy Statement
60 Fed. Reg. 29745 , 39746 (Aug. 3 , 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)
241(emphasis added).
The Commission , exercising its equitable power , has substituted
prior notification for prior approval provisions in the relevant Orders.
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In doing so the Commission will require Columbia to provide thirty
(30) days advance notice of any proposed merger or acquisition
transaction as defined in the Orders (" first waiting period" ). If during
this first waiting pcriod the Commission requests further information
concerning a proposed transaction , Columbia shall not take any
action , other than planning, in furtherance of such a transaction until

thirty (30) days after substantially complying with such request for
additional information (" second waiting period" ) or such shorter

waiting period as may be granted by letter from the Bureau of
Competition. This second waiting period is consistent with several
cases where the Commission believed it was necessary to protect the
public interest from a credible risk that the defendant would once
See
MD Physicians of
again engage in anticompetitive transactions.
SW Louisiana , FTC File No. 941 0095; Mesa County Physicians
Independent Practice Association , Docket No. D. 9284.
In this case ,

first and foremost ,

there is a credible risk that

Columbia/HCi\ would engage in future anticompetitive acquisitions
covered by the Orders that would not be subject to the reporting
requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , commonly referred
to as the HSR Act. Indeed , the complaints in cach of these matters

involved transactions that if filed individually would have fallen
below the reporting threshold of the HSR Act. Second , Columbia/
HCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless disregard with respect to
satisfying obi igations in.

Commission orders. Indeed , on July 30 , 1998

the Commission imposed a $2. 5 million civil penalty

upon

Columbia/HCA for its violation of Commission orders by: (1) failing
to divest in a timely manner two Utah Hospitals and its joint venture
interest in South Seminole Hospital in Florida; and (2) violating a
related Hold Separate Agreement governing assets it acquired in Utah
FTC File No. 961
See
as a result of its merger with Healthtrust Inc.
0013. Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent with our
policy to requirc additional review time.
For these reasons , we voted to grant Columbia s Petition to

Reopcn the Orders in Docket Numbers C- 3472 , C- 3505 , C- 3538
3544 and D. 9256 , and Modify the Orders to delete the prior
approval provisions ,

but also asked that they be replaced with prior
notice provisions that have a thirty (30) day second waiting period.
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DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWINDLE

Application of our Prior Approval Policy Statement has led the
Commission to replace the prior approval provision in each of these
five orders with a requirement that Columbia/CA provide us with
prior notification of certain acquisitions. Supplanting prior approval
is the correct result: there is no credible risk in any of these cases that
Columbia/HCA will attempt the same or approximately the same
transaction that triggered the Commission s original enforcement
concern , and there is nothing to rebut the presumption in each case

that setting aside the prior approval requirement is in the public
interest. Moreover , replacing prior approval with prior notification is
warranted , since each of these matters involves a credible risk that
Columbia/HCA could make anti competitive acquisitions that fall
below Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds.
Nevertheless , I have dissented because the Commission here has
imposed the wrong prior notification requirement for the wrong
reasons. In a long line of order modifications pursuant to the Prior
Approval Policy Statement , the Commission has been consistent in
either simply vacating the prior approval clause or replacing it with
a prior notification mechanism that comprises a 3D- day initial period
and a 20- day second period. In the present matters , however , the

Commission has chosen to lengthen the sccond period in each of
these orders to 30 days. I disagree with the decision to impose on
Columbia/HCA a greater burden than other respondents have borne
and to do so for reasons that appear to smack ofretribution.
I have searched these five orders in vain for any basis for treating
Columbia/HCA differently from the many previous respondents that
have asked the Commission to set aside or modify a prior approval

requirement. The orders summarily announce the length of the
notification pcriods but do not thcmselves venture any explanation for

the disparate treatment accorded ColumbialHCA. Such an obvious
departure from consistent agency practice without any explanation
could be judged arbitrary and capricious. Perhaps in an effort to save
these orders from just such a condemnation , my fellow Commissioners have offcred a statement to rationalize what they have done.
With all due respect , I find their statement unpersuasive.
I Statement ofCh8irman Robert Pitofsky

and Commissioners Sheila F. Anthony and Mozelle
W. Thompson ill the Matter of ColumbialHCA Healthcare Corp. , Docket Nos. C. 3472 , C- 3505
3538 , C- 3544

and 9256.
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My colleagues quote the Prior Approval Policy Statement to the
effect that the Commission " reserves its equitable power to fashion

remedies needcd to protect the public interest , including by ordering

limited prior approval and/or notification

in certain Jimited

circumstances. ,,2 The quoted passage plainly announces that the

Commission has not forsworn its power to prescribe prior approval
or prior notification requirements in appropriate circumstances. It is
not a declaration

that the Commission is liberated from every

agency s obJigation to treat parties before it fairly and evenhandedly.
With the clearly disparate treatment ofColumbia/HCA , however , the

latter messagc is what observers are likely to take from the
Commission s action

The penultimate paragraph of the majority's statement may
disclose what motivated the Commission to impose a 3D- day second
period on Columbia/HCA. I agree with my colleagues that " there is
a credible risk that ColumbiafHCA would engage in future

anticompetitive acquisitions covered by the Orders that would not be
subject to the reporting requircments of Section 7A of the Clayton
Act. . . ,,4 But this observation establishes merely that the Commission

should retain a prior notification requirement. It by no means
furnishes a basis for treating Columbia/HCA more harshly than other
respondents.
Jd

at I.

3 My colleagues

' attempted analogy to collusion cases in the health care industry also fails to
supply the missingjl1stification for lengthening the second period in the present cases to 30 days. The
Commission s recenl consent agreements in M. D. Physicians of Southwest Louisiana , Inc. (File No. 941
0095) and Mesa COtlllty Physicians Independent Practice Association , Inc. (Docket No. 9284) contained

30. day second notitication periods. In those cases , however , the Commission found it necessary to
reserve enough time tu s8tisty itself that newly-constituted horizontal arrangements among physicians
would not lead to a return to the collusion that those cases targeted. I do not know how those two cases
arising from substal1tial evidence of collusive behavior, supply the Commission with a reason to
increase the time it \\iil spend scrutinizing some hospital merger that ColumbialHCA might undertake
, say, Augusta , Chadone County, or Salt Lake City -- hospital markets with which the Commission
is already thoroughly familiar and thus should need less time for review . In addition , although the
skeletal nature ufthc initial notification in M. D. Physicians and Mesa County Physicians might counsel
in favor of lengthening the second period to 30 days , no such consideration is present here: any initial
notification proviced by ColumbialHCA should contain the level of detail that one normally encounters
s HC1rt- Seot! Rodjno fjJing.
In a case that involves not only collusion but also merger issues -- and thus is more analoguusthan

in an acquiring firm

D. Physicians or \1esa County Physicians to the present matter -- the Commission has just

announced acceptance of a proposed order that requires only a 20- day second notification period.
Commonwealth L1lU Title Insurance Company (File No. 981 0127). I do not understand how my
colleagues can square the relief in Commonwealth ","ith what they have done to Columbia/liCA
4 Statement
ot"

Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioners Anthony and Thompson at 2.
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This paragraph then arrives at the nub of my colleagues

argument: " . . . Columbia/HCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless

disregard with respect to satisfying obligations in Commission
orders. ,,5 After referencing the civil penalty that Columbia/HCA paid

for violating ce11ain divestiture obligations under two of these orders
they conclude: " Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent
with our policy to require additional review time. ,,6 This conclusion

non sequitur.
There is no question that Columbia/HCA recently paid a $2.
million civil penalty for alleged order violations. Although my
is a

colleagues evidently found that penalty acceptable , I questioned

whether it was suffcient in light ofColumbia/HCA' s " prolonged

and

pronounced disregard for the requirements of two Commission
divestiture orders and the Utah Hold Separate Agreement. ,,' I
continue to believe that Columbia/HCA committed serious infractions and deserved a civil penalty even larger than what we obtained.

But the civil penalty case was our opportnity to levy sanctions for
Columbia/HCA's order violations , and that opportunity is gone. I do
not see what bcaring that misconduct has on the entirely unrelated

how much time we need to review future acquisitions . If
the Commission has based its decision to lengthen the second waiting
period on its reaction to respondent' s previous behavior , then I would
suggest that such a dccision is not only arbitrary but punitive. The
public may find this perception inescapable.
I am also troubled by another aspect of the majority s decision to
extend the second period to 30 days. Each of our newly-modified
orders ends with a proviso exempting transactions subject to
Hart- Scott- Rodino from the order s prior notification requirement. In
question of

other words , an acquisition large enough to be reportable under
Hart- Scott- Rodino will be subject to the 20- day second waiting
period prescribed by that statute ' but a covered acquisition too small
to meet Hart- Scoll- Rodino thresholds will be subject to the 3D- day
lei
1d.

7 Statement of Commissioner Orson Swindle in

Columbia/HCA I-ealthcare Corporation , File
No. 961 0013 (avail3ble at http://www. ftc. gov/os/9807/9610013. os. htm).
8 Moreover
10 days. 15

, tOt "

a cash tender offer , the Hart- Scott- Rodino second waiting period is reduced to

u.se I So(e)(2).
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second period mandated by the Commission s orders. The practical

effect ofthis action is to place an entire class of smaller acquisitions
under a greater burden than is borne by larger acquisitions. Although
smaller acquisitions , of course , sometimes may be more problematic

than large acquisitions from an antitrust point of view , I do not
believe this justifies imposing a greater burden on smaller
transactions.
I return to whether punishment ofColumbia/HCA underlies (or
will be perceivcd to underlie) the Commission s decision. If it does
not , then the Commission should explain either why Columbia/HCA
alone has earned a 3D- day second period -- a result that on its face
looks arbitrary and capricious - - or whether it is moving toward
imposing a 3D- day

second period in all future cases. No one has

sought to announce a new 3D- day period of general applicability, and
so it boils down to how the Commission treats this particular

respondent. Because Columbia/HCA' s prior order violations have no
demonstrable bearing on the appropriate length ofthe second waiting
period , I dissent from the Commission s unjustified handling of this
respondent.
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Modifying Order

IN THE MA TTER OF

COLUMBIA/HCA HEALTH CARE CORP. , ET AL.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEe. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEe. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3505.

Consent Order,

July

1994-Modifing

Order,

Aug.

, 1998

This order reopens a 1994 consent order - that prohibited the respondents from
acquiring any acute care hospital in the Augusta- Aiken area , without prior
Commission approval- and this order modifies paragraph
IV of the consent order
by eliminating the prior approval requirement and substituting a prior notice
provision for it.

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER

On April 9 ,

1998 ,

Columbia/CA Healthcare

Corporation

("Columbia/HCA" or " respondent" ), the respondent named in the
consent ordcr issued by the Commission on July 5 , I994 , in Docket
No. C- 3505 ("Order ), filed its Petition To Reopen and Modify
Consent Order (" Petition ) in this matter. Columbia/HCA asks that
the Commission reopen and modify the Order , along with four other
orders , pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , 15 U. c. 45(b), and Section 2. 51 of the Commission s Rules of
Practice and Procedure , 16 CFR 2.
, and consistent with the
Statement of Federal Trade Commission Policy Concerning Prior

Approval And Prior Notice Provisions , issued on June 21 , 1995
Prior Approval Policy Statement " or " Statement" ! Columbia/
HCA's Petition requests that the Commission reopen and modify the
Order to eliminate the prior approval requirement. In the alternative
Columbia/HCA requests that the Commission reopen and modify the
Order by substituting a prior notification provision for paragraph IV
which currently requires Columbia/HCA to seek the prior approval
ofthe Commission to acquire or to pennit to be acquired certain acute
care hospitals. The thirty- day public comment period on Columbia/
HCA' s Petition ended on May I9 , 1998. No comments were received.
For the reasons discussed below , the Commission has detennined to
set aside the prior approval requirement in paragraph IV , and
substitute a prior notice provision for it.
1 60 Fed. Reg 3974547 (Aug. 3

1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)
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The Commission , in its Prior Approval Policy Statement

concluded that a general policy of requiring prior approval is no
longer needed " citing the availability of the premerger notification
and waiting period requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act
commonly referred to as the Hart- Scott- Rodino (" HSR" ) Act
C. 18a ,

to protect the public interest in effective merger law
enforcement. Prior Approval Policy Statement at 2. The Commission

announced that it will " henceforth rely on the HSR process as its
principal means of learning about and reviewing mergers by
companies as to which the Commission had previously found a
reason to believe that the companies had engaged or attempted to
engage in an illegal merger. " As a general maUer Commission
orders in such cascs will not include prior approval or prior

notification requirements. Id.
The Commission stated that it will continue to fashion remedies
as needed in the public interest , including ordering narrow prior
approval or prior notification requirements in certain limited circumstances. The Commission said in its Prior Approval Policy Statement
that " a narrow prior approval provision may be used where there is a
credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to engage in
an anticompetitive merger would , but for the provision, attempt the
same or approximately the same merger. " The Commission also said
that " a narrow prior notification provision may be used where there
is a credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to engage
in an anti competitive merger would , but for an order , engage in an
otherwise unreportable anti competitive merger. Id. at 3. As
explained in the Prior Approval Policy Statement , the need for a prior
notification requirement will depend on circumstances such as the
structural characteristics of the relevant markets , the size and other
characteristics ofthe market participants , and other relevant factors.
The Commission also announced , in its Prior Approval Policy
Statement , its intention " to initiate a process for reviewing the
retention or modification of these existing requirements " and invited
respondents subject to such requirements " to submit a request to

at 4. The Commission detennined that when
a petition is filed to reopen and modify an order pursuant to . . . (the

reopen the order.

Id.

Prior Approval Policy StatementJ, the Commission wil apply
rebuttable presumption that the public interest requires reopening of
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the order and modification

of the prior approval requirement

Id.

consistent with the policy announced" in the Statement.

The complaint in this matter (" complaint" ) alleged that
Columbia s acquisition of 100% of the voting stock of Hospital
Corporation of America (" HCA" ) would violate Section 7 of the
Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U. c. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 U. c. 45 , by lessening
competition in thc market for the sale and production of acute care
hospital services and any narrower group therein in the AugustaAiken market.
The complaint alleged that the acquisition would eliminate actual
competition between Columbia and HCA in the relevant markets;
significantly increase the already high level of concentration in the
relevant markct; eliminate HCA hospitals as substantial independent
competitive forces in the relevant market; enhance the likelihood of
collusion or intcrdcpendent coordination between or among the finns
in the relevant markets; and deny free and open competition based on
price , quality and service in the provision of acute care hospital
services in the relevant market. The Order required ColumbialHCA
to divest Aiken Regional Medical Center , which Columbia/HCA did.
The presumption is that setting aside the general prior approval
requirement in this Order is in the public

interest. There is no

evidence in the record that rebuts that presumption

Columbia

acquired HCA , and there is nothing to suggest a credible risk that
Columbia/HCA will seek to acquire Aiken Regional Medical Center.

Accordingly, the Commission has detennined to reopen the
proceedings and modify the Order to eliminate the prior approval
requirement and substitute a prior notice provision for it.
Prior notification is appropriate for acquisitions in the relevant

market because the record evidences a credible risk that the
respondent could engage in future anti competitive acquisitions that
would not be subject to the premergernotification and waiting period
requirements of the HSR Act. The relevant market is local , and the
acquisition price of an acute care hospital , or a portion thereof, could
fall below the sizc-of- transaction threshold in the HSR Act.
Accordingly, pursuant to the Prior Approval Policy Statement and the
respondent' s request , the Commission has detennined to modify

substitute a prior notification
requirement for the existing prior approval requirement.
paragraph lV of the Order to
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It is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is

Accordingly,

reopened; and

It is filrther ordered That paragraph IV of the Order be , and it
hereby is , modified , as of the effective date of this order , to read as
follows:
IV.

It isfitrther ordered That , for a period often (10) years from the
date this order becomes final , no respondent shall , without prior

notification to the Commission , directly or indirectly, through
subsidiaries , partnerships , or otherwise:

A. Acquire any acute care hospital in Augusta- Aiken; or
B. Permit any acute carc hospital it opcrates in Augusta- Aiken to
be acquired by any person that operates , or wi1 operate immediately
following such acquisition , any other acute care hospital in AugustaAiken.
Provided , however , that no acquisition shall be subject to this
paragraph IV of this order if the fair market value of (or , in case ofa
purchase acquisition , the consideration to be paid for) the acute care
hospitals or part thereof to be acquired does not exceed one million
dollars (51

000 000).

The prior notifications required by this paragraph IV shall be
given on the Notification and Report Fonn set forth in the Appendix
to Part 803 of Titlc I6 of the Code of Federal Regulations , as

amended (hereinafter referred to as " the Notification ), and shall be
prepared and transmitted in accordance with the requirements of that
part , except that no filing fee will be required for any such
notification , notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the
Commission , notification need not be made to the United States
Department ofJusticc , and notification is required only of respondent

and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shall
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thirty days prior
to consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to as the
first waiting period" ). If, within the first waiting period , representatives of the Commission make a written request for additional
information , rcspondent shall not consummate the transaction until
thirty days after substantially

complying with such request for

additional information. Early termination of the waiting periods in

, "
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this paragraph may be requested and , where appropriate , granted by
letter from the Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding, prior
notification shall not be required by this paragraph for a transaction
for which notification is required to be made , and has been made
pursuant to Section 7A of the Clayton Act , 15 U. c. 18a.
Commissioner Swindle dissenting.
STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ROBERT PITOFSKY AND COMMISSIONERS
SHEILA F. ANTHONY AND MOZELLE W. THOMPSON

On April 9 ,

1998 ,

ColumbialCA Healthcare

Corporation

Columbia/HCA" ) filed a Petition pursuant to Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice , 16 CFR 2. , and the Statement of
Federal Trade Commission Policy Concerning Prior Approval and

Prior Notice Provisions (" Prior Approval Policy Statement ) to
Reopen and Modify the Orders in Docket Nos. C- 3472 , C- 3505
3538 , C- 3544 and D. 9256. By that Petition , CoIumbialCA
requests that the prior approval requirements in the Orders be deJeted
and , as an alternative , that the Orders be modified to require prior

notification of potentially anti competitive transactions below the
Hart- Scott- Rodino ("HSR" ) Act threshold. Upon consideration ofthis
matter , the Commission decided to grant ColumbialCA' s Petition
to delete the prior approval provisions in the Orders and replace them
with prior notification provisions upon the terms set forth below.
The Commission s I995 Prior Approval Policy Statement

provides that as a gcneral matter , (future) Commission orders. . .
will not include prior approval or prior notification requirements. " If
a Petition is filed to reopen and modify an order , pursuant to the
(Policy Statement), the Commission will apply a rebuttable
presumption that the public interest requires reopening of the order

and modification of the prior approval requirement." But the
notification
requirement be considered " on a case- by-case basis " in light of the
characteristics of particular markets , market participants and other
reserves its equitable
relevant factors. Significantly, the Commission
Statement also directs that the terms of any prior

power to fashion remedies needed to protect the public interest
including by ordering limited prior approval and/or notifcation in

certain limited circumstances. " See Prior Approval Policy Statement
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60 Fed. Reg. 29745 , 39746

(Aug.

, 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)

241 (emphasis added).

The Commission , exercising its equitable power , has substituted
prior notification for prior approval provisions in the relevant Orders.
In doing so the Commission wil require Columbia to provide thirty
(30) days advance notice of any proposed merger or acquisition
transaction as defined in the Orders (" first waiting period" ). If during
this first waiting period the Commission requests further infonnation
concerning a proposed transaction , Columbia shall not take any
action , other than planning, in furtherance of such a transaction until

thirty (30) days after substantially complying with such request for
additional information (" second waiting period" ) or such shorter

waiting period as may be granted by Jetter from the Bureau of
Competition. This second waiting period is consistent with several
cases where the Commission believed it was necessary to protect the
public interest from a credible risk that the defendant would once
again engage in anticompetitive transactions.
See
MD Physicians of
SW Louisiana , FTC File No. 94I 0095; Mesa County Physicians
Independent Practice Association , Docket No. D. 9284.
In this casc ,

first and foremost ,

there is a credible risk that

Columbia/HCA would engage in future anticompetitive acquisitions
covered by the Orders that would not be subject to the reporting
requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , commonly referred
to as the HSR Act. Indeed , the complaints in each of these matters

involved transactions that if filed individually would have fallen
below the reporting threshold of the HSR Act. Second , Columbia!
HCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless disregard with respect to
satisfYing obligations in Commission orders. Indeed , on July 30 , 1998

the Commission imposed a $2. 5 million civil penalty upon Columbia/
HCA for its violation of Commission orders by: (1) failing to divest
in a timely manncr two Utah Hospitals and its joint venture interest

in South Seminole Hospital in Florida; and (2) violating a related
Hold Separate Agreement governing assets it acquired in Utah as a
See FTC
File No. 9610013.
Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent with our policy to
require additional review time.
result of its merger with Healthtrust Inc.

For these reasons , we voted to grant Columbia s Petition to

Reopen the Orders in Docket Numbers C- 3472 , C- 3505 , C- 3538
3544 and 0. 9256 , and Modify the Orders to delete the prior
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approval provisions , but also asked that they be replaced with prior
notice provisions that have a thirty (30) day second waiting period.
DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWINDLE

Application of our Prior Approval Policy Statement has led the
Commission to replace the prior approval provision in each of these
five orders with a requirement that Columbia/HCA provide us with
prior notification of certain acquisitions. Supplanting prior approval
is the correct result: there is no credible risk in any of these cases that
Columbia/HCA will attempt the same or approximately the same
transaction that triggered the Commission s original enforcement
concern , and there is nothing to rebut the presumption in each case
that setting aside the prior approval requirement is in the public
interest. Moreover , replacing prior approval with prior notification is
warranted , since each of these matters involves a credible risk that
Columbia/HCA could make anti competitive acquisitions that fall
below Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds.
Nevertheless , I have dissented because the Commission here has
imposed the wrong prior notification requirement for the wrong
reasons. In a long line of order modifications pursuant to the Prior
Approval Policy Statement , the Commission has been consistent in
either simply vacating the prior approval clause or replacing it with
a prior notification mechanism that comprises a 3D- day initial period
and a 20- day second period. In the present matters , however , the

Commission has chosen to lengthen the second period in each of
these orders to 30 days. I disagree with the decision to impose on
Columbia/HCA
a greater burden than other respondents have borne
and to do so for reasons that appear to smack ofretribution.
I have searched these five orders in vain for any basis for treating
Columbia/HCA differently ITom the many previous respondents that
have asked the Commission to set aside or modity a prior approval

requirement. The orders summarily announce the length of the
notification periods but do not themselves venture any explanation for
the disparate treatment accorded Columbia/HCA. Such an obvious

departure from consistent agency practice without any explanation
could be judged arbitrary and capricious. Perhaps in an effort to save
these orders from just such a condemnation , my fellow Commission-
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ers have offered a statement to rationalize what they have done. ' With
all due respect , I find their statement unpersuasive.
My colleagues quote the Prior Approval Policy Statement to the
effect that the Commission " reserves its equitable power to fashion
remedies needed to protect the public interest , including by ordering
limited prior approval and/or notification in certain limited circumstances. '" The quoted passage plainly announces that the Commission

has not forsworn its power to prescribe prior approval or prior
notification requirements in appropriate circumstances. It is not a
declaration that the Commission is liberated from every agency
obligation to treat pm1ies before it fairly and evenhandedly. With the
clearly disparate treatment of Columbia/HCA , however , the latter
message is what observers are likely to take from the Commission
action
The penultimate paragraph of the majority s statement may
disclose what motivated the Commission to impose a 30- day second
period on Columbia/HCA. I agree with my colleagues that " there is
a credible risk that Columbia/HCA would engage in future
anticompetitive acquisitions covered by the Orders that would not be
subject to the reporting requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton
1 Statemcnt ofChain11!I Robert Pitofsky and Commissioners Sheila F. Anthony and Moze!!e

W. Thompson in the Matter of Columbia/IICA Healthcare Corp. , Docket Nos. C- 3472
3538
2 Jd

3505

3544 and 9156.
at l.

3 My colleagues

' attcmpted analogy to coJJusion cases in the heaJth care industry also fails to
supply the missingjuslificaiion for lengthening the second period in the present cases to 30 days. The
Commission s recel t COnSCI1! ugreements in M. D. Physicians of Southwest Louisiana , Inc. (File No. 94J
0095) and Mesa COllnt)' PIlysicians Independent Practice Association , Inc. (Docket No. 9284) conlajned

30. day second notification periods. In those cases , however , the Commission found it necessary to
reserve enough time to satisfy itseJfthat newly-constituted horizontal arrangements among physicians
would not Jead to a return to the collusion that those cases targeted. I do not know how those two cases,
arising from substCll1lial evidence of colJusivc behavior , supply the Commission with a reason to
increase the time it will spend sCrLtinizing some hospital merger that Columbia!HCA might undertake
, say, Augusta , Charlotte County, or Salt Lake City -- hospital markets with which the Commission
is already thoroughly familiar and thus should need less time for review. In addition , although the
skeletal nature of the ir:itiall1otirication in M. D. Physicians and Mesa County Physicians might counse!
in favor of Icnglhening the second period to 30 days , no such consideration is present here: any initial
notification provided by Colul1biaflfCA shouJd contain the leveJ of detail that one nonnalJy encounters
in an acquiring firm s Hut- Scolt- Rodino fil!ng.
D.

In a case that involves nut only collusion but also merger issues -- and thus is more anaJogous than
Physicians m ;'vlesa County Physicians to the present matter -- the Commission has just

announced acceptance of (! proposed order that requires only a 20- day second notification period.
Commonweal!h Land Title IJ sllrance Company (FileNo. 981 0127). r do not understand how my
coJleagues can squat c rhe relief in Commonwealth with what they have done to ColumbiaJCA.
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Act. . . ,,4 But this observation establishes merely that the Commission

should retain a prior notification requirement. It by no means
furnishes a basis for treating Columbia/HCA more harshly than other
respondents.
This paragraph then arrives at the nub of my colleagues

argument: " . . . Columbia/HCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless

disregard with respect to satisfying obligations in Commission

orders. "5 After referencing the civi1 pena1ty that Columbia/HCA paid
for violating certain divestiture obligations under two of these orders
they conclude: " Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent
,,6 This conclusion
with our policy to require additional review time.
is a non sequitur.
There is no question that Columbia/HCA recent1y paid a $2.
million civil penalty for alleged order violations. Although my
colleagues evidently found that pena1ty acceptable , I questioned

whether it was suffcient in light ofColumbia/HCA's " prolonged and
pronounced disregard for the requirements of two Commission

divestiture orders and the Utah Hold Separate Agreement.'" I
continue to believe that Columbia/HCA committed serious infractions and deserved a civil penalty even larger than what we obtained.
But the civil pena1ty case was our opportunity to levy sanctions for
Columbia/HCA' s order violations , and that opportunity is gone. I do
not see what bearing that misconduct has on the entirely unrelated
how much time we need to review future acquisitions . If
question of
the Commission has based its decision to lengthen the second waiting
period on its reaction to respondent' s previous behavior , then I would
suggest that such a decision is not on1y arbitrary but punitive. The
public may find this perception inescapable.
I am also troubled by another aspect ofthe majority s decision to

extend the second period to 30 days. Each of our newly-modified
transactions subject to
s
prior
notification
requirement. In
Hart- Scott- Rodino from the order
other words , an acquisition large enough to be reportable under
orders ends with a proviso exempting

4 Statement of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioners

Anthony and Thompson at 2.

1d.

6 !d
7 Statement of Commissioner Orson Swind1c in

ColumbiafHCA Healthcare Corporation, File
No. 9610013 (avai!able at http://www ftc. gov/os!9807/9610013. os. htm).
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Hart- Scott- Rodino will be subject to the 20- day second waiting
period prescribed by that statute S but a covered acquisition too small
to meet Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds will be subject to the 3D- day
second period mandated by the Commission s orders. The practical
effect of this action is to place an entire class of smaller acquisitions
under a greater burden than is borne by larger acquisitions. Although
smaller acquisitions , of course , sometimes may be more problematic

than large acquisitions from an antitrust point of view , I do not
believe this justifies imposing a greater burden on smaller
transactions.
I return to whether punishment ofColumbialCA underlies (or
will be perceived to underlie) the Commission s decision. If it does
not , then the Commission should explain either why CoIumbialHCA
alone has eamcd a 3D- day second period -- a result that on its face

looks arbitrary and capricious -- or whether it is moving toward
imposing a 3D- day second period in all future cases. No one has
sought to announce a new 3D- day period of general applicability, and
so it boils down to how the Commission treats this particular

respondent. Because Columbia/HCA' s prior order violations have no
demonstrable bearing on the appropriate length of the second waiting
period , I dissent from the Commission s unjustified handling of this
respondent.

8 Moreover

, for a cash tender offer

10 days. 15 U. SC.

18a(e)(2).

the

Hart Scott- Rodino

second waiting period is reduced to
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IN THE MA TTER OF

HEALTHTRUST, INC. - THE HOSPITAL COMPANY
YrODlFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TIO
SEe. 7 OF THE CLA YTON ACT AND SEe. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

3538.

Consent Order , Oct 20, 1994-Modifing Order ,

Aug.

14, 1998

This order reopens a 1994 consent order - that prohibited the respondent from
acquiring any acute care hospital , medical or surgical diagnostic or treatment
service or facility in the Utah counties of Weber , Davis, and Salt Lake , without

prior Commission approval - and this order modifies paragraph IV of the consent
order by eliminating the prior approval requirement and substituting a prior notice
provision for it.

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER

On April 9 ,

1998 , Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation

Columbia/HCA" or " respondent" ), as successor to Hea1thtrust , Inc.
- The Hospital Company ("Healthtrust"), the successor respondent in
the consent order issued by the Commission on October 20 , 1994 , in
Docket No. C- 3538 (" Order ), fied its Petition To Reopen and
Modify Consent Order ("Petition ) in this matter. ColumbialHCA

asks that the Commission reopen and modify the Order , along with
four other orders , pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade

Commission Act , 15 U. c. 45(b), and Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure , 16 CFR 2. , and
consistent with the Statement of Federal Trade Commission Policy
Concerning Prior Approval And Prior Notice Provisions , issued on
June 21 , 1995 (" Prior Approval Policy Statement" or " Statement"
ColumbialHCA's Petition requests that the Commission reopen and
modify the Order to eliminate the prior approval requirement. In the
alternative , ColumbialHCA requests that the Commission reopen and
modify the Order by substituting a prior notification provision for
paragraph IV , which currently requires Hea1thtrust , ColumbialHCA'
predecessor , to seek the prior approval of the Commission to acquire
or to permit to be acquired certain acute care hospitals. The thirty- day
public comment period on ColumbialHCA' s Petition ended on May

, 1998. No comments were received. For the reasons discussed
60 Fed. Reg. 39745- 47 (Aug. 3 ,

1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)

13,241.
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below , the Commission has detennined to set aside the prior approval
provision and substitute a prior notice provision for it.
The Commission , in its Prior Approval Policy Statement

concluded that a general policy of requiring prior approval is no
longer needed " citing the availability of the premerger notification
and waiting period requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act
commonly referred to as the Hart- Scott- Rodino ("HSR" ) Act , IS
c. 18a , to protect the public interest in effective merger Jaw
enforcement. Prior Approval Policy Statement at 2. The Commission
announced that it wil1 " henceforth rely on the HSR process as its
principal means of learning about and reviewing mergers by

companies as to which the Commission had previously found a
reason to believe that the companies had engaged or attempted to
engage in an il1egal merger. "

As a general malter

Commission

orders in such cases wil1 not include prior approval or prior
notification requirements. Id.
The Commission stated that it wil1 continue to fashion remedies
as needed in the public interest , including ordering narrow prior
approval or prior notification requirements in certain limited circumstances. The Commission said in its Prior Approval Policy Statement
that " a narrow prior approval provision may be used where there is a
credible risk that a company that engaged or attcmpted to engage in
an anti competitive merger would , but for the provision , attcmpt the
same or approximately the same merger. " The Commission also said
that " a narrow prior notification provision may be used where there
is a credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to engage
in an anti competitive merger would , but for an order , engage in an
otherwise unreportable anti competitive merger. Id. at 3. As
explained in the Prior Approval Policy Statement , the need for a prior
notification requirement wil1 depend on circumstances such as the
structural characteristics of the relevant markets , the size and other
characteristics of the market participants , and other relevant factors.
The Commission also announced , in its Prior Approval Policy
Statement , its intention " to initiate a process for reviewing the
retention or modification ofthese existing requirements " and invited
respondents subject to such requirements " to submit a request to

at 4. The Commission detennined that when
a petition is fied to reopen and modify an order pursuant to . . . (the
Prior Approval Policy Statement), the Commission wil1 apply a
reopen the order.

Id
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rebuttable presumption that the public interest requires reopening of

the order and modification

of the prior approval requirement

consistent with the policy announced" in the Statement.

The complaint in this matter (" complaint" ) alleged that
Healthtrust' s acquisition of Holy Cross Health System Corporation
Holy Cross ) would violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as
amended , IS U. c. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended , IS U. C. 45 , by lessening

competition in the provision of acute care hospital services in the
relevant market.

The complaint alleged that the acquisition would eliminate actual

competition between Healthtrust and Holy Cross in the relevant
market; increase the already high level of concentration in the
relevant market; eliminate Holy Cross hospitals as substantial
independent competitive forces in the relevant markets; enhance the
likelihood of collusion or interdependent coordination between or

among the finns in the relevant market; and deny free and open
competition based on price , quality and service in the provision of
acute care hospital services in the relevant markets. The Order
required Healthtrust to divest Holy Cross Hospital , which Healthtrust
did.

The presumption is that setting aside the general prior approval
requirement in this Order is in the public

interest. There is no

evidence in the record that rebuts that presumption
Healthtrust
acquired Holy Cross Hospital , and there is nothing to suggest a
credible risk that Columbia/HCA , the successor respondent , will seek
to acquire Holy Cross Hospital. Accordingly, the Commission has

detennined to reopen the proceedings and modify the Order to
eliminate the prior approval requirement and substitute a prior notice
provision for it.
Prior notification is appropriate for acquisitions in the relevant

market because the record evidences a credible risk that the
respondent could engage in future anti competitive acquisitions that
would not be subject to the premergernotification and waiting period
requirements of the HSR Act. The relevant market is local , and the
acquisition price of an acute care hospital , or a portion thereof, could
fall below the size-of- transaction threshold in the HSR Act.

Accordingly, pursuant to the Prior Approval Policy Statement and the
respondent' s request , the Commission has determined to modify
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notification
requirement for the existing prior approval requirement.
Accordingly,
It
is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is
reopened; and
It
is
further ordered That paragraph IV of the Order be , and it
hereby is , modified , as of the effective date of this order , to read as
follows:
paragraph IV of the Order to substitute a prior

IV.
It
is
further ordered That , for a period often (10) years ITom the
date this order becomes final , respondent shall not , without prior

notification to the Commission ,

directly or

indirectly, through

subsidiaries , partnerships , or otherwise:
A. Acquire any stock , share capital , equity, or other interest in any
person presently engaged in , or within the two years preceding such

acquisition engaged in , operating an acute care hospital in the
Three- County Area;

B. Acquire any assets used , or previously used , in the ThreeCounty Area (and still suitable for use) for operating an acute care
hospital from any person presently engaged in , or within the two
years preceding such acquisition engaged in , operating an acute care
hospital in the Three- County Area;
C. Enter into any agreement or other arrangement to obtain direct
or indirect ownership, management , or control of any acute care
hospital , or any part thereof, in the Three- County Area including, but
not limited to , a lease of or management contract for any such acute
care hospital;

D. Acquire or otherwise obtain the right to designate directly or
indirectly directors or trustees of any acute care hospital in the
Three- County Area; or
E. Permit any acute care hospital it operates in the Three- County

Area to be acquired by any person that operates ,

or will operate

immediately following such acquisition , any other acute care hospital
in the Three- County Area.

Provided however ,
required for:

that such prior notification shall not be
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1. The establishment of a new hospital service or facility (other
than as a replacement for a hospital service or facility, not operated
by respondent , in the Three- County Area , pursuant to an agreement
or understanding between respondent and the person operating the
replaced service or facility);
2. Any transaction otherwise subject to this paragraph IV of this
order if the fair market value of( or , in case of an asset acquisition , the
consideration to be paid for) the acute care hospital or part thereof to
be acquired does not exceed one mi1ion dollars ($1 000 000); or
3. The acquisition of products or services in the ordinary course
ofbusiness.

The prior notifications required by this paragraph IV shall be
given on the Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix
to Part 803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations , as

amended (hereinafter referred to as " the Notification ), and shall be

prepared and transmitted in accordance with the requirements ofthat
part , except that no filing fee will be required for any such
notification , notification shall be fied with the Secretary of the
Commission , notification need not be made to the United States
Department ofJustice , and notification is required only of respondent

and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shall
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thirty days prior
to consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to as the
first waiting period"

). If,

within the first waiting period

representatives of the Commission make a written request for
additional infonnation , respondent shall not consummate the
transaction until thirty days after substantially complying with such
request for additional information. Early tennination of the waiting
periods in this paragraph may be requested and , where appropriate
granted by letter from the Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding,
prior notification shall not be required by this paragraph for a
transaction for which notification is required to be made , and has
been made , pursuantto Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , 15 U.

Commissioner Swindle disscnting.

C. 18a.

, "
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STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ROBERT PITOFSKY AND COMMISSIONERS
SHEILA F. ANTHONY AND MOZELLE W. THOMPSON

On April 9 ,

1998 , CoIumbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation

Columbia/HCA" ) fied a Petition pursuant to Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice , 16 CFR 2. , and the Statement of
Federal Trade Commission Policy Concerning Prior Approval and

Prior Notice Provisions ("Prior Approval Policy Statement ) to
Reopen and Modify the Orders in Docket Nos. C- 3472 , C- 3505
3538 , C- 3544 and D. 9256. By that Petition , ColumbialHCA
requests that the prior approval requirements in the Orders be deleted
and , as an alternative , that the Orders be modified to require prior

notification of potentially anti competitive transactions below the
Hart- Scott- Rodino (" HSR" ) Actthreshold. Upon consideration of this
matter , the Commission decided to grant Columbia/HCA' s Petition
to delete the prior approval provisions in the Orders and replace them
with prior notification provisions upon the terms set forth below.
The Commission s 1995 Prior Approval Policy Statement

provides that as a general matter , (future J Commission orders. . .
will not include prior approval or prior notification requirements. " If
a Petition is filed to reopen and modify an order , pursuant to the
(Policy StatementJ, the Commission will apply a rebuttable
presumption that the public interest requires reopening of the order
and modification of the prior approval requirement. " But the
Statement also directs that the tenns of any prior notification

requirement be considered " on a case- by-case basis " in light of the
characteristics of particular markets , market participants and other
relevant factors. Significantly, the Commission
reserves its equitable

power to fashion remedies needed to protect the public interest
including by ordering limited prior approval and/or notifcation in

certain limited circumstances. " See Prior Approval Policy Statement
60 Fed. Reg. 29745 , 39746 (Aug. 3 , 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)
241 (emphasis added).
The Commission , exercising its equitable power , has substituted
prior notification for prior approval provisions in the relevant Orders.
In doing so the Commission will require Columbia to provide thirty
(30) days advance noticc of any proposed merger or acquisition
transaction as defined in the Orders (" first waiting period"). If during
this first waiting period the Commission requests further infonnation
concerning a proposed transaction , Columbia shall not take any
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action, other than planning, in furtherance of such a transaction until
thirty (30) days after substantially complying with such request for
additional infonnation ("second waiting period" ) or such shorter

waiting period as may be granted by letter from the Bureau of
Competition. This second waiting period is consistent with several
cases where the Commission believed it was necessary to protect the

public interest from a credible risk that the defendant would once
See
MD Physicians of
again engage in anti competitive transactions.
SW Louisiana , FTC File No. 94I 0095; Mesa County Physicians
Independent Practice Association , Docket No. D. 9284.
In this case , first and foremost , there is a credible risk that
Columbia/HCA would engage in future anti competitive acquisitions
covered by the Orders that would not be subject to the reporting
requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , commonly referred
to as the HSR Act. Indeed , the complaints in each of these matters

involved transactions that if filed individually would have fallen
below the reporting threshold of the HSR Act. Second , Columbia/
HCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless disregard with respect to
satisfying obligations in Commission orders. Indeed , on July 30 , I998
the Commission imposed a $2. 5 mi1ion civil penalty upon Columbia/
HCA for its violation of Commission orders by: (1) failing to divest
in a timely manner two Utah Hospitals and its joint venture interest
in South Seminole Hospital in Florida; and (2) violating a related
Hold Separate Agreement governing assets it acquired in Utah as a
See
FTC File No. 961 0013.
result of its merger with Healthtrust Inc.
Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent with our policy to
require additional review time.
For these reasons ,

we voted to grant Columbia s Petition to
Reopen the Orders in Docket Numbers C- 3472 , C- 3505 , C- 3538
3544 and D. 9256 , and Modify the Orders to delete the prior
approval provisions , but also asked that they be replaced with prior
notice provisions that have a thirty (30) day second waiting period.
DISSENTI1G STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWINDLE

Application of our Prior Approval Policy Statement has led the
Commission to replace the prior approval provision in each of these
five orders with a requirement that Columbia/HCA provide us with
prior notification of certain acquisitions. SuppJanting prior approval
is the correct result: there is no credible risk in any of these cases that
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ColumbialHCA will attempt the same or approximately the same
transaction that triggered the Commission s original enforcement
concern , and there is nothing to rebut the presumption in each case
that setting aside the prior approval requirement is in the public
interest. Moreover , replacing prior approval with prior notification is
warranted , since each of these matters involves a credible risk that
Columbia/HCA could make anti competitive acquisitions that fall
below Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds.
Nevertheless , I have dissented because the Commission here has
imposed the wrong prior notification requirement for the wrong
reasons. In a long line of order modifications pursuant to the Prior
Approval Policy Statement , the Commission has been consistent in
either simply vacating the prior approval clause or replacing it with
a prior notification mechanism that comprises a 3D- day initial period
and a 20- day second period. In the present matters , howcver , the

Commission has chosen to lengthen the second period in each of
these orders to 30 days. I disagree with the decision to impose on
ColumbialHCA a greater burden than othcr respondents have borne
and to do so for reasons that appear to smack of retribution.
I have searchcd these five ordcrs in vain for any basis for treating
Columbia/HCA differently from the many previous respondents that
have asked the Commission to set aside or modifY a prior approval

requirement. The orders summarily announce the length of the
notification periods but do not themselves venture any explanation for
the disparate treatment accorded ColumbialHCA. Such an obvious

departure from consistent agency practice without any explanation
could be judged arbitrary and capricious. Perhaps in an effort to save
these orders from just such a condemnation , my fellow Commissioners have offered a statemcnt to rationalize what they have done. 1 With

all due respect , I find their statement unpersuasive.
My colleagues quote the Prior Approval Policy Statement to the
effect that the Commission " rescrves its equitable power to fashion
remedies needed to protect the public interest , including by ordering

limited prior approval and/or notification

in certain limitcd

1 Statement
of Chairman
Robert Pitofsky and Commissioners Sheila F. Anthony and Mozelle
W. Thompson in the Matter of Co!umbia/IlCA Hca!thcare Corp. , Docket Nos. C. 3472 , C- 3505

3538 , C- 3544

and 9256.
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circumstances. ,,2 The quoted passage pJainly announces that the

Commission has not forsworn its power to prescribe prior approval
or prior notification requirements in appropriate circumstances. It is
not a declaration that the

Commission is liberated from every

agency s obligation to treat parties before it fairly and evenhandedly.
With the clearly disparate treatment ofColumbialHCA , however , the

Jatter message is what observers are likely to take from the
Commission s action
The penultimate paragraph of the majority s statement may
disclose what motivated the Commission to impose a 3D- day second
period on Columbia/HCA. I agree with my colleagues that " there is
a credible risk that ColumbialHCA would engage in future
anti competitive acquisitions covered by the Orders that would not be

subject to the reporting requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton
Act. . . ,,' But this observation establishes merely that the Commission
should retain a prior notification requirement. It by no means

furnishes a basis for treating CoJumbialHCA more harshJy than other
respondents.
This paragraph then arrives at the nub of my colleagues

argument: " . . . Columbia/HCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless
disregard with respect to satisfying obligations in

ld

Commission

at I.

3 My colleagues

' attempted analogy to co!!usion cases in the health care industry also fails to
supply the missing justification for lengthening the second period in the present cases to 30 days. The
Commission s recent consent agreements in M. D. Physicians of South west Louisiana , Inc. (File No. 941
0095) and Mesa County Physicians Independent Practice Association , Inc. (Docket No. 9284) contained
3D- day second notification periods. In those cases , however , the Commission found it necessary to
reserve enough time to satisfy itself that newly-constituted horizontal arrangements among physicians
would not lead to a return to the collusion that those cases targeted. I do not know how those two cases
arising from substantial evidence of collusive behavior , supply the Commission with a reason to
increase the time it wiIJ spend scrutinizing some hospital merger that ColumbiaiCA might undertake
, say, Augusta , Charlotte County, or Salt Lake City.. hospital markets with which the Commission
is already thoroughly familiar and thus should need less time for review. In addition , although the
skeletal nature of the initial notification in M. D. Physicians and Mesa County Physicians might counsel
in favor of lengthening the second period to 30 days, no such consideration is present here: any initial
notification provided by ColumbiailCA should contain the level of detail that one normally encounters
in an acquiring firm s Hart- Scott- Rodino fiing.
In a case that involves not only collusion but also merger issues -- and thus is more analogous than
D. Physicians or Mesa County Physicians to the present matter -- the Commission has just
announced acceptance of a proposed order that requires only a 20- day second notification period.
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company (File No. 981 0127). I do not understand how my
colleagues can square the relief in Commonwealth with what they have done to ColumbialCA.
4 Statement of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioners

Anthony and Thompson at 2.
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orders. ,,5 After referencing the civil penalty that Columbia/HCA paid

for violating certain divestiture obligations under two of these orders
they conclude: " Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent
with our policy to require additional review time. ,,6 This conclusion

non sequitur.
There is no question that ColumbialHCA recently paid a $2.
million civil penalty for alleged order violations. Although my
is a

colleagues evidently found that penalty acceptable , I questioned

whether it was suffcient in light ofColumbialHCA's " prolonged and
pronounced disregard for the requirements of two Commission
divestiture orders and the Utah Hold Separate Agreement. ,,' I
continue to believe that ColumbialHCA committed serious infractions and deserved a civil penalty even larger than what we obtained.
But the civil pcnalty case was our opportunity to levy sanctions for
Columbia/HCA' s order violations , and that opportnity is gone. I do
not see what bearing that misconduct has on the entirely unrelated
question of
how much time we need to review future acquisitions . If
the Commission has based its decision to lengthen the second wqiting
period on its reaction to respondent' s previous behavior , then I would
suggest that such a decision is not only arbitrary but punitive. The
public may find this perception inescapable.
I am also troubled by another aspect of the majority's decision to
extend the second period to 30 days. Each of our newly-modified
orders ends with a proviso exempting transactions subject to
Hart- Scott- Rodino from the order s prior notification requirement. In
other words , an acquisition large enough to be reportable under
Hart- Scott- Rodino will be subject to the 20- day second waiting
period prescribed by that statute 8 but a covered acquisition too small
to meet Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds will be subject to the 3D- day
second period mandated by the Commission s orders. The practical
effect of this action is to place an entire class of smaller acquisitions
under a greater burden than is borne by larger acquisitions. Although
5 ld
6 Jd.
7 Statement ofCommjssioner Orson Swindle
in
No. 9610013 (availab!e at

8 :\orcover
10 d,y', 15 U.

Co!umbia/CA lJealthcare Corporation , File

http://www. ftc. gov/os/9807/96JOOJ3. os. htm).

, for a cash tender offer , the Ilart- Scott- Rodino second waiting period is reduced to

c. 18,(,)(2).
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of course , sometimes may be more problematic

than large acquisitions from an antitrust point of view , I do not
believe this justifies imposing a greater burden on smaller
transactions.
I return to whether punishment ofColumbialCA underlies (or
will be perceived to underlie) the Commission s decision.
If
it does
not , then the Commission should explain either why ColumbialCA
alone has earned a 3D- day second period -- a result that on its face
looks arbitrary and capricious -- or whether it is moving toward
imposing a 3D- day

second period in all future cases. No one has

sought to announce a new 3D- day period of general applicability, and
to how the Commission treats this particular

so it boils down

respondent. Because Columbia/HCA' s prior order violations have no
demonstrable bearing on the appropriate length of the second waiting
period , I dissent from the Commission s unjustified handling of this
respondent.
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IN THE MATTER OF

COLUMBIA/HCA HEALTHCAR CORP.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

3544.

Consent Order,

Dec.

1994-Modifing

Order,

Aug.

, 1998

This order reopens a 1994 consent order - that prohibited the rcspondent !Tom
acquiring an interest worth more than
S 1 millon in any outpatient surgical services
facility in Anchorage , Alaska , and !Tom selling an interest in such an entity, without
of the consent
prior Commission approval- and this order modifies paragraph IV
order by eliminating the prior approval requirement and substituting a prior notice
provision for it.

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER

On April 9 ,

1998 , Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation

("Columbia/HCA" or " respondent" ), the rcspondent named in the
consent order issued by the Commission on December 6 , 1994 in
Docket No. C- 3544 ("Order ), filed its Petition To Reopen and
Modify Consent Order (" Petition ) in this matter. Columbia/HCA
asks that the Commission reopen and modify the Order , along with
four other orders , pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade

Commission Act , IS U. c. 45(b), and Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure , 16 CFR 2. , and
consistent with the Statement of Federal Trade Commission Policy
Concerning Prior Approval And Prior Notice Provisions , issued on
June 21 1995 ("Prior Approval Policy Statement" or " Statement"
Columbia/HCA' s Petition requests that the Commission reopen and
modifY the Order to eliminate the prior approval requirement. In the

alternative , Columbia/HCA requests that the Commission reopen and
modify the Order by substituting a prior notification provision for
paragraph IV , which currently requires Columbia/HCA , among other
things , to seek the prior approval ofthe Commission to acquire or to
pennit to be acquired

certain outpaticnt surgery facilities. The

thirt- day public comment period on Columbia/CA' s Petition ended
on May 19 , 1998. No comm ents were received. For the reasons
, 60 Fed. Reg. 39745- 47 (Aug. 3, 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (eCH)

13,241.

, "
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discussed below , the Commission has determined to reopen and

modify the order to set aside the prior approval requirement

and

substitute a prior notice provision for it.
The Commission , in its Prior Approval Policy Statement

concluded that a general policy of requiring prior approval is no
longer needed " citing the availability of the premerger notification
and waiting period requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act
commonly referred to as the Hart- Scott- Rodino (" HSR" ) Act , 15
c. 18a , to protect the public interest in effective merger law
enforcement. Prior Approval Policy Statement at 2. The Commission
announced that it will " henceforth rely on the HSR process as its
principal means of learning about and reviewing mergers by
companies as to which the Commission had previously found a
reason to believe that the companies had engaged or attempted to
engage in an illegal merger. " As a general matter Commission
orders in such cases will not include prior approval or prior
notification requirements. Id.
The Commission stated that it will continue to fashion remedies
as needed in the public interest , including ordering narrow prior
approval or prior notification requirements in certain limited
circumstances. The Commission said in its Prior Approval Policy
Statement that " a narrow prior approval provision may be used where
there is a credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to
engage in an anti competitive merger would , but for the provision

attempt the same or approximately

the same merger. " Thc

Commission also said that " a narrow prior notification provision may
be used where there is a credible risk that a company that engaged or
attempted to engage in an anti competitive merger would , but for an
order , engage in an otherwise unreportable anti competitive merger.
Id.
at 3. As explained in the Prior Approval Policy Statement , the
need for a prior notification requirement will depend on

circumstances such as the structural characteristics of the relevant
markets , the size and other characteristics of the market participants
and other relevant factors.

The Commission also announced , in its Prior Approval Policy
Statement , its intention " to initiate a process for reviewing the
retention or modification of these existing requirements " and invited
respondents subject to such requirements " to submit a request to
reopen the order. Id. at 4. The Commission determined that when
a petition is filed to reopen and modify an order pursuant to . .. (the
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Prior Approval Policy StatementJ, the Commission will apply a
rebuttable presumption that the public interest requires reopening of

the order and modification

of the prior approval requirement

consistent with the policy announced" in the Statement.ld.

The complaint

in this

matter (" complaint" )

alleged that

ColumbialHCA' s acquisition of some of Medical Care Ame ica , Inc.
MCA" ), would violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended
15 U. c. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended , 15 U. c. 45 , by lessening competition in the market for
outpatient surgery services in the Municipality of Anchorage , Alaska.
The complaint alleged that the acquisition would eliminate actual
competition between ColumbialHCA and MCA in the relevant
market; increase the already high level of concentration in the market;

eliminate MCA' s surgery facility as a substantial independent
competitive force in the relevant market; enhance the likelihood of
collusion or interdependent coordination between or among the firms
in the relevant market; and deny free and open competition based on
price , quality and service in the provision of outpatient surgery
services in the relevant market. The Order required ColumbialHCA
to divest Alaska Surgcry Center , which ColumbialHCA did.
The presumption is that setting aside the general prior approval
requirement in this Order is in the public

interest. There is no

evidence in the record that rebuts that presumption

i.

Columbia/HCA acquired MCA , and there is nothing to suggest a
credible risk that ColumbialHCA will seek to acquire the Alaska
Surgery Center. Accordingly, the Commission has determined to
reopen the proceedings and modify the Order to eliminate the prior

approval requirement and substitute a prior notice provision for it.
Prior notification is appropriate for acquisitions in the relevant

market because the record evidences a credible risk that the
respondent could engage in future anti competitive acquisitions that
would not be subject to the pre merger notification and waiting period
rcquirements of the HSR Act. The relevant market is local , and the
acquisition price of an outpatient surgery facility, or a portion thereof

could fall below the size-of- transaction threshold in the HSR Act.
Accordingly, pursuant to the Prior Approval Policy Statement and the
respondent' s request , the Commission has determined to modify

substitute a prior notification
requirement for the existing prior approval requirement.

paragraph IV of the Order to
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Accordingly,

It

is
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ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is

reopened; and
It

is

further ordered That , paragraph IV of the Order be , and it

hereby is , modified , as of the effective date of this order , to read as

follows:
IV.
It
is
further ordered That , for a period often (10) years from the
date this order becomes final , respondent shall not , without prior

notification to the Commission ,

directly or

indirectly, through

subsidiaries , partnerships , or otherwise:
A. Acquire any stock , share capital , equity, or other interest in any
person presently engaged in , or within the two years preceding such
acquisition engaged in , operating an outpatient surgery facility in the
Municipality of Anchorage , Alaska;
B. Acquire any assets used , or previously used , in the

Municipality of Anchorage , Alaska (and still suitable for use) for
operating an outpatient surgery facility from any person presently
engaged in or within the two years preceding such acquisition
engaged in , operating an outpatient surgery facility in the
Municipality of Anchorage , Alaska;
C. Enter into any agrcement or other arrangement to obtain direct
or indirect ownership, management , or control of any outpatient
surgery facility, or any part thereof, in the Municipality of Anchorage
Alaska , including, but not limited to , a lease of or management
contract for any such outpatient surgery facility;
D. Acquire or otherwise obtain the right to designate directly or
indirectly directors or trustees of any outpatient surgery facility in the
Municipality of Anchorage , Alaska; or
E. Permit any

outpatient surgery facility it operates in the

Municipality of Anchorage , Alaska to be acquired by any person that
operates , or wil operate immediately following such acquisition , any
other outpatient surgery facility in the Municipality of Anchorage
Alaska.

Provided however ,

that such prior notification shall not be

required for:

1. The establishment of a new outpatient surgery service or
facility (other than as a replacement for an outpatient surgery service
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or facility, not operated

by respondent , in the Municipality of

Anchorage , Alaska , pursuant to an agreement or understanding
between respondent and the person operating the replaced service or
facility);
2. Any transaction otherwise subject to this paragraph IV of this
order if the fair market value of( or , in case of an asset acquisition , the
consideration to be paid for) the outpatient surgery facility or part

thereof to be acquired does not exceed one million dollars
($1 000

000); or

3. The acquisition of products or services in the ordinary course
of business.

The prior notifications required by this paragraph IV shall be
given on the Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix
to Part 803 of Title I6 of the Code of Federal Regulations , as

amended (hereinafter referred to as " the Notification ), and shall be
prepared and transmitted in accordance with the requirements of that
part , except that no fi ling fee wil be required for any such
notification , notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the
Commission , notification need not be made to the United States
Department ofJustice , and notification is required only of respondent

and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shall
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thirty days prior
to consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to as the
first waiting period"

). If,

within the first waiting period

representatives of the Commission make a written request for
additional information , respondent shall not consummate the
transaction until thirty days after substantially complying with such
request for additional information. Early termination of the waiting
periods in this paragraph may be requested and , where appropriate
granted by letter from the Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding,
prior notification shall not be required by this paragraph for a
transaction for which notification is required to be made , and has
been made , pursuant to Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , 15 U. c. 18a.
Commissioner Swindle dissenting.

, "
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STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ROBERT PITOFSKY AND COMMISSIONERS
SHEILA F. ANTHONY AND MOZELLE W. THOMPSON

On April 9 ,

1998 , Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation

Columbia/HCA" ) filed a Petition pursuant to Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice , 16 CFR 2. , and the Statement of
Federal Trade Commission Policy Concerning Prior Approval and

Prior Notice Provisions (" Prior Approval Policy Statement" ) to
Reopen and ModifY the Orders in Docket Nos. C- 3472 , C- 3505
3538 , C- 3544 and D. 9256. By that Petition , Columbia/HCA
requests that the prior approval requirements in the Orders be deleted
and , as an alternative , that the Orders be modified to require prior

notification of potentially anti competitive transactions below the
Hart- Scott- Rodino (" HSR" ) Act threshold. Upon consideration ofthis
matter , the Commission decided to grant CoJumbialHCA' s Petition
to delete the prior approval provisions in the Orders and replace them
with prior notification provisions upon the tenns set forth below.
The Commission s 1995 Prior Approval Policy Statement
provides that as a general matter , (future) Commission orders. . .

will not include prior approval or prior notification requirements. " If
a Petition is fied to reopen and modifY an order , pursuant to the
(Policy Statement), the Commission will apply a rebuttable
presumption that the public interest requires reopening of the order
and modification of the prior approval requirement. " But the

notification
requircment be considered " on a case- by-case basis " in light of the
characteristics of particular markets , market participants and other
relevant factors. Significantly, the Commission
reserves its equitable
Statement also directs that the tenns of any prior

power to fashion remedies needed to protect the public interest
including by ordering limited prior approval and/or notifcation in

certain limited circumstances. " See Prior Approval Policy Statement
60 Fed. Reg. 29745 , 39746 (Aug. 3 , 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)
13 , 241

(emphasis added).

The Commission , exercising its equitable power , has substituted
prior notification for prior approval provisions in the relevant Orders.
In doing so the Commission will require Columbia to provide thirty
(30) days advance notice of any proposed merger or acquisition
transaction as defined in the Orders (" first waiting period" ). If during
this first waiting period the Commission requests further information
concerning a proposed transaction , Columbia shall not take any
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action, other than planning, in furtherance of such a transaction until
substantially complying with such request for
additional infonnation (" second waiting period" ) or such shorter

thirt (30) days after

waiting period as may be granted by letter from the Bureau of
Competition. This second waiting period is consistent with several
cases where the Commission believed it was necessary to protect the
public interest from a credible risk that the defendant would once
MD Physicians of
See
again engage in anti competitive transactions.
SW Louisiana , FTC File No. 941 0095; Mesa County Physicians
Independent Practice Association , Docket No. D. 9284.
In this case ,

first and foremost ,

there is a credible risk that

ColumbialHCA would engage in future anti competitive acquisitions
covered by the Orders that would not be subject to the reporting
requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , commonly referred
to as the HSR Act. Indeed , the complaints in each of these matters

involved transactions that if filed individually would have fallen
below the reporting threshold of the HSR Act. Second , Columbia/
HCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless disregard with respect to
satisfYing obligations in Commission orders. Indeed , on July 30 , 1998

the Commission imposed a $2. 5 milion civil

penalty upon

Columbia/HCA for its violation of Commission orders by: (1) failing
to divest in a timely manner two Utah Hospitals and its joint venture
interest in South Seminole Hospital in Florida; and (2) violating a
related Hold Separate Agrcement governing assets it acquired in Utah
See
FTC File No. 961
as a result of its merger with Healthtrust Inc.
0013. Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent with our
policy to require additional review time.
For these reasons , we voted to . grant Columbia s Petition to
Reopen the Orders in Docket Numbers C- 3472 , C- 3505 , C- 3538
3544 and 0. 9256 , and Modify the Orders to de1ete the prior
approval provisions , but also asked that they be replaced with prior
noticc provisions that have a thirty (30) day second waiting period.
DISSENTING ST 1\ TEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWINDLE

Application of our Prior Approval Policy Statement has led the
Commission to replace the prior approval provision in each of these
five orders with a requirement that Columbia/HCA provide us with
prior notification of certain acquisitions. Supplanting prior approval
is the correct result: there is no credible risk in any of these cases that
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Columbia/HCA wil1 attempt the same or approximately the same
transaction that triggered the Commission s original enforcement
concern , and there is nothing to rebut the presumption in each case
that setting aside the prior approval requirement is in the public
interest. Moreover , replacing prior approval with prior notification is
warranted , since each of these matters involves a credible risk that
Columbia/HCA could make anti competitive acquisitions that fal1
below Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds.
Nevertheless , I have dissented because the Commission here has
imposed the wrong prior notification requirement for the wrong
reasons. In a long line of order modifications pursuant to the Prior
Approval Policy Statement , the Commission has been consistent in
either simply vacating the prior approval clause or replacing it with
a prior notification mechanism that comprises a 3D- day initial period
and a 20- day second period. In the present matters , however , the
Commission has chosen to lengthen the second period in each of
these orders to 30 days. I disagree with the decision to impose on
Columbia/CA a greater burden than other respondents have borne
and to do so for reasons that appear to smack of retribution.
I have searched these five orders in vain for any basis for treating
Columbia/HCA differently from the many previous respondents that
have asked the Commission to set aside or modify a prior approval

requirement. The orders summarily announce the length of the
notification periods but do not themselves venture any explanation for
the disparate treatment accorded Columbia/CA. Such an obvious

departure from consistent agency practice without any explanation
could be judged arbitrary and capricious. Perhaps in an effort to save
these orders from just such a condemnation ,

my fel10w

Commissioners have offered a statement to rationalize what they have
done. ' With al1 due respect , I find their statement unpersuasive.
My col1eagues quote the Prior Approval Policy Statement to the
effect that the Commission " reserves its equitable power to fashion
remedies needed to protect the public interest , including by ordering

limited prior approval and/or notification

in certain limited

circumstances. '" The quoted passage plainly announces that the
Commission has not forsworn its power to prescribe prior approval
I Statement of Chairman Robert Pitofsky and Commissioners Sheila F. Anthony and Mozelle

W. Thompson in the Matter of Columbia/HCA Hcalthcare Corp. , Docket Nos. C- 3472 ,
3538 , C- 3544 and 9256.
Id.

at 1.

C- 3505

:\.
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or prior notification requirements in appropriate circumstances. It is
not a declaration that the

Commission is liberated from every

agency s obligation to treat parties before it fairly and evenhandedly.
With the clearly disparate treatment ofColumbialHCA , however , the

latter message is what observers are likely to take from the
Commission s action.
The penultimate paragraph of the majority s statement may
disclose what motivated the Commission to impose a 3D- day second
period on ColumbialCA. I agree with my col1eagues that " there is
a credible risk that ColumbialCA would engage in future
anti competitive acquisitions covered by the Orders that would not be

subject to the reporting requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton

Act. . . ,,4 But this observation establishes merely that the Commission

should retain a prior notification requirement.

It by no means
furnishes a basis for treating ColumbialHCA more harshly than other
respondents.

This paragraph then arrives at the nub of my col1eagues

argument: " . . . ColumbialHCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless
disregard with respect to

satisfYing obligations in Commission

paid
Columbia/HCA
orders. '" After referencing the civil penalty that
for violating certain divestiture obligations under two of these orders
they conclude: " Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent
3 My colleagues

' attempted analogy to collusion cases in the health care industry also fails to
supply the missing justification for lengthening the second period in the present cases to 30 days. The
Commission s recent consent agreements in M. D. Physicians of Southwest Louisiana , Inc. (File No. 941
0095) and Mesa County Physicians Independent Practice Association , Inc. (Docket No. 9284) contained
3D- day second notification periods. In those cases, however , the Commission found it necessary to
reserve enough time to satisfy itself that newly- constituted horizontal arrangements among physicians
would not lead to a return to the collusion that those cases targeted. I do not know how those two cases
arising from substantial evidence of collusive behavior ,

supply the Commission with a reason to

increase the time it will spend scrutinizing some hospital merger that ColumbiafHCA might undertake
, say, Augusta , Charlotte County, or Salt Lake City -- hospital markets with which the Commission
is already thoroughly familiar and thus should need less time for review. In addition , although the
skeletal nature ofthc initial notification in M. D. Physicians and Mesa County Physicians might counsel
in favor of lengthening the second period to 30 days , no such consideration is present here: any initial
notification provided by Columbia/IICA should contain the level of detail that one normally encounters
in an acquiring firm s Hart- Scott- Rodino filing.
In a case that involves not only collusion but also merger issues -- and thus is more analogous than
D. Physicians or Mesa County Physicians to the present matter -- the Commission has just
announced acceptance of a proposed order that requires only a 20- day second notification period.
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company (File No. 981 0 j 27). I do not understand how my
colleagues can square the reliefin Commonwealth with what they have done to Columbia/HCA.

Statement of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioners Anthony and Thompson at 2.
, Jd
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with our policy to require additional review time. ,,6 This conclusion
is a non sequitur.
There is no question that Columbia/HCA recently paid a $2.
milion civil penalty for alleged order violations. Although my
colleagues evidently found that penalty acceptable , I questioned

whether it was suffcient in light ofColumbia/HCA's " prolonged and
pronounced disregard for the requirements of two Commission

divestiture orders and the Utah Hold Separate Agreement.'" I
continue to believe that Columbia/HCA committed serious
infractions and deserved a civil penalty even larger than what we
obtained. But the civil penalty case was our opportnity to levy
sanctions for Columbia/HCA' s order violations , and that opportnity
is gone. I do not see what bearing that misconduct has on the entirely
unrelated question of
how much time we need to review future
acquisitions . If the Commission has based its decision to lengthen the

second waiting period on its reaction to respondent' s previous
behavior , then I would suggest that such a decision is not only
arbitrary but punitive. The public may find this perception
inescapable.
I am also troubled by another aspcct of the majority s decision to

extend the second period to 30 days. Each of our newly-modified
transactions subject to
Hart- Scott- Rodino from the order s prior notification requirement. In
other words , an acquisition large enough to be reportable under
Hart- Scott- Rodino will be subject to the 20- day second waiting
period prescribed by that statute S but a covered acquisition too small
to meet Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds will be subject to the 3D- day
second period mandated by the Commission s orders. The practical
effect ofthis action is to place an entire class of smaller acquisitions
under a greater burden than is borne by larger acquisitions. Although
smaller acquisitions , of course , sometimes may be more problematic
orders ends with a proviso exempting

than large acquisitions from an antitrust point of view , I do not
believe this justifies imposing a greater burden on smaller
transactions.
6 Id
7 Statement of Commissioner Orson Swindle in

ColumbiafHCA Healthcare Corporation , File

No. 9610013 (available at http://www. ftc. gov/os/9807/9610013. os. htm).
8 Moreover

, for a cash tender offer , the Hart- Scott- Rodino second waiting period is reduced 10

10 days. lS U.se. 18a(e)(2).
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I return to whether punishment of ColumbialHCA underlies (or
will be perceived to underlie) the Commission s decision. If it does
not , then the Commission should explain either why ColumbialCA
alone has earned a 3D- day second period -- a result that on its face

looks arbitrary and capricious -- or whether it is moving toward
imposing a 3D- day second period in all future cases. No one has
sought to announce a new 3D- day period of general applicability, and
so it boils down to how the Commission treats this particular

respondent. Because Columbia/HCA' s prior order vioJations have no
demonstrable bearing on the appropriate length ofthe second waiting
period , I dissent from the Commission s unjustified handling of this
respondent.
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IN THE MA TTER OF

COLUMBIA/HCA HEALTH CARE CORP.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TION OF
SEe. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

9256.

Consent Order,

May

1994-Modifjling Order, Aug.

, 1998

This order reopens a 1994 consent order - that prohibited the respondent from

consummating any partial or total merger of a Columbia hospital in the Charlotte
County, Florida area with any other acute care hospital in the area , without prior
Commission approval - and this order modifies paragraph II of the consent order

by eliminating the prior approval requirement and substituting a prior notice
provision for it.

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER

On April 9 ,

1998 , Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation

Columbia!HCA" or " respondent" ), the respondent named in the
consent order issued by the Commission on May 5 , 1994 , in Docket
No. 9256 ("Order ), filed its Petition To Reopen and Modify Consent
Order ("Petition ) in this matter. Columbia!HCA asks that the
Commission reopen and modify the Order , along with four other
orders , pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , 15 U. c. 45(b), and Section 2. 51 of the Commission s Rules of
Practice and Procedure , I6 CFR 2.

, and consistent with the

Statement of Federal Trade Commission Policy Concerning Prior
Approval And Prior Notice Provisions , issued on June 21 , I995
Prior Approval Policy Statement " or " Statement
' Columbia!
HCA' s Petition requests that the Commission reopen and modify the
Order to eliminate thc prior approval requirement. In the alternative
Columbia/HCA requests that the Commission reopen and modify the
Order by substituting a prior notification provision for paragraph II
which currently requires Columbia!HCA to seek the prior approval
ofthe Commission to acquire or to permit to be acquired certain acute

care hospitals. The thirty- day

public comment period on

Columbia!HCA' s Petition ended on May 19 , 1998. No comments
were received. For the reasons discussed below , the Commission has
, 60 Fed. Reg. 39745- 47 (Aug. 3 ,

1995); 4 Tcade Reg. Rep. (CCHn 13 241.

, "
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detennined to reopen and modifY the Order to set aside the prior

approval provision and to substitute a prior notice provision for it.
The Commission , in its Prior Approval Policy Statement

concluded that a general policy of requiring prior approval is no
longer needed " citing the availability of the premerger notification
and waiting period requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act
commonly referred to as the Hart- Scott- Rodino (" HSR" ) Act , IS
C. 18a ,

to protect the public interest in effective merger law
enforcement. Prior Approval Policy Statement at 2. The Commission

announced that it will " henceforth rely on the HSR process as its

principal means of learning about and reviewing mergers by
companies as to which the Commission had previously found a

reason to believe that the companies had engaged or attempted to
engage in an ilegal merger. " As a general matter
Commission
orders in such cases will not include prior approval or prior

notification requirements. Jd.
The Commission stated that it wil continue to fashion remedies
as needed in the public interest , including ordering narrow prior
approval or prior notification requirements in certain limited
circumstances. The Commission said in its Prior Approval Policy
Statement that " a narrow prior approval provision may be used where
there is a credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to
engage in an anticompetitive merger would , but for the provision

attempt the same or approximately

the same merger. " The

Commission also said that " a narrow prior notification provision may
be used where there is a credible risk that a company that engaged or
attempted to engage in an anti competitive merger would , but for an
order , engage in an otherwise unreportable anti competitive merger.
Jd.

at 3. As explained in the Prior Approval Policy Statement , the

need for a

prior notification

requirement wil depend on

circumstances such as the structural characteristics of the relevant
markets , the size and other characteristics of the market participants
and other relevant factors.

The Commission also announced , in its Prior Approval Policy
Statement , its intention
to
initiate a process for reviewing the
retention or modification of these existing requirements " and invited
respondents subject to such requirements " to submit a request to
reopen the order. Jd. at 4. The Commission determined that when
a petition is filed to reopen and modifY an order pursuant to. . . (the
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Prior Approval Policy Statement), the Commission will apply a
rebuttable presumption that the public interest requires reopening of

the order and modification

of the prior approval requirement

Id.

consistent with the policy announced" in the Statement.

The complaint

in this

matter (" complaint" )

alleged that

Columbia s acquisition of Medical Center Hospital ("MCH" ) in Punta
Gorda , Florida , would violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as
amended , 15 U. c. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 45 , by lessening
competition in the provision of acute-care inpatient hospital services
in eastern Charlotte County, Florida , and certain adjacent areas of
Sarasota and DeSoto Counties in Florida.
The complaint alleged that the acquisition would eliminate actual

competition between Columbia and MCH in the relevant market;
increase the already high level of concentration in the relevant market

eliminate MCH hospital as a substantial independent competitive
force in the relevant market; enhance the likelihood of collusion or
interdependent coordination between or among the finns in the
relevant market; and deny free and open competition based on price
quality and service in the provision of acute-care inpatient hospital
services in the relevant market.

The presumption is that setting aside the general prior approval
requirement in this Order is in the public

interest. There is no

evidence in the record to rebut that presumption

Columbia

acquired MCH. Accordingly, the Commission has detennined to
reopen the proceedings and modify the Order to eliminate the prior
approval requirement and substitute a prior notice provision for it.
Prior notification is appropriate for acquisitions in the relevant

market because the record evidences a credible risk that the
respondent could engage in future anti competitive acquisitions that
would not be subject to the premerger notification and waiting period
requirements of the HSR Act. The relevant market is local , and the
acquisition price of an acute care hospital , or a portion thereof, could
fall below the size-of- transaction threshold in the HSR Act.
Accordingly, pursuant to the Prior Approval Policy Statement and the
respondent' s request , the Commission has determined to modify
paragraph II of the Order to substitute a priornotification requirement

for the existing prior approval requirement.
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Accordingly,

It is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is

reopened; and

It is further ordered That paragraph II of the Order be , and it
hereby is , modified , as of the effective date of this order , to read as

follows:
II.

II isfurther ordered That , for a period often (IO) years from the
date this order becomes final , respondent shall not , without prior

notification of the Commission:
A. Acquire any acute care hospital in the Charlotte County area;

B. Permit any acute care hospital it operates in the Charlotte
County area to be acquired by any person that operates , or will
operate immediately following such acquisition , any other acute care
hospital in the Charlotte County area.

Provided ,

however , that such prior notification shall not be

required for:

(1) The establishment of a new hospital service or facility (other
than as a replacement for a hospital service or facility, not operated
by Columbia , in the Charlotte County area , pursuant to an agreement
or understanding between Columbia and the person operating the
replaced service or facility); or
(2) Any transaction subject to this paragraph II of this order ifthe
fair market value of (or , in case of a purchase acquisition , the
consideration to be paid for) the hospital ,

part thereof or interest

therein to be acquired does not exceed one million dollars
($1 000 000).

The prior notifications required by this paragraph II shall be given
on the Notification and Report Fonn set forth in the Appendix to Part
803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations ,

as amended

(hereinafter referred to as " the Notification ), and shall be prepared

and transmitted in accordance with the requirements of that part
except that no filing fee will be required for any such notification
notification shall be fied with the Secretary of the Commission

, "
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notification need not be made to the United States Department of
Justice , and notification is required only of respondent and not of any
other part to the

transaction. Respondent shall provide the

Commission at least thirt days prior to
consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to as the

Notification to the

first waiting period"

). If,

representatives of the

within the first waiting period

Commission make a written request for

additional information , respondent

shall not consummate the

transaction until thirty days after substantially complying with such
request for additional information. Early termination of the waiting
periods in this paragraph may be requested and , where appropriate
granted by letter from the Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding,
prior notification shall not be required by this paragraph for a
transaction for which notification is required to be made , and has
been made , pursuant to Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , 15 U. c. I8a.
Commissioner Swindle dissenting.
STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ROBERT PITOFSKY AND COMMISSIONERS
SHEILA F. ANTHONY AND MOZELLE W. THOMPSON

On April 9 ,

1998 ,

Columbia/CA Healthcare

Corporation

CoIumbiaIHCA" ) filed a Petition pursuant to Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice , 16 CFR 2. , and the Statement of

Federal Trade Commission Policy Concerning Prior Approval and
Prior Notice Provisions (" Prior Approval Policy Statement" ) to
Reopen and Modify the Orders in Docket Nos. C- 3472 , C- 3505
3538 , C- 3544 and D. 9256. By that Petition , Columbia/CA
requests that the prior approval requirements in the Orders be deleted
and , as an alternative , that the Orders be modified to require prior
notification of potentially anti competitive transactions below the
Hart- Scott- Rodino (" HSR" ) Act threshold. Upon consideration ofthis
matter , the Commission decidcd to grant ColumbialHCA' s Petition
to delete the prior approval provisions in the Orders and replace them
with prior notification provisions upon the terms set forth below.
The Commission s 1995 Prior Approval Policy Statement

provides that as a general matter , (future J Commission orders. . .
will not include prior approval or prior notification requirements. " If
a Petition is fied to reopen and modify an order , pursuant to the
(PoJicy StatementJ, the Commission win apply a rebuttable
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presumption that the public interest requires reopening of the order
and modification of the prior approval

requirement." But the

notification
a case- by-case basis " in light of the
characteristics of particular markets , market participants and other
relevant factors. Significantly, the Commission
reserves its equitable
Statement also directs that the tenns of any prior

requirement be considered " on

power to fashion remedies needed to protect the public interest
including by ordering limited prior apprcval and/or notifcation in
certain limited circumstances. " See Prior Approval Policy Statement
60 Fed. Reg. 29745 , 39746 (Aug. 3 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)
241 (emphasis added).

The Commission , exercising its equitable power , has substituted
prior notification for prior approval provisions in the relevant Orders.
In doing so the Commission will require Columbia to provide thirty
(30) days advance notice of any proposed merger or acquisition
transaction as defined in the Orders (" first waiting period" ). If during
this first waiting period the Commission requests further infonnation

concerning a proposed transaction , Columbia shall not take any
action , other than planning, in furtherance of such a transaction until
complying with such request for
additional infonnation (" second waiting period" ) or such shorter
thirt (30) days after substantially

waiting period as may be granted by letter from the Bureau of
Competition. This second waiting period is consistent with several
cases where the Commission believed it was necessary to protect the

public interest from a credible risk that the defendant would once
again engage in anti competitive transactions.
See
MD Physicians of
SW Louisiana , FTC File No. 941 0095; Mesa County Physicians
Independent Practice Association , Docket No. D. 9284.
In this case , first and foremost , there is a credible risk that
Columbia/CA would engage in future anti competitive acquisitions
covered by the Orders that would not be subject to the reporting
requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , commonly referred

to as the HSR Act. Indeed , the complaints in each of these matters
involved transactions that if filed individually would have fallen
below the reporting threshold of the HSR Act. Second , Columbia/
HCA' s earlier conduct suggests a reckless disregard with respect to
satisfying obligations in Commission orders. Indeed , on July 30 , 1998

the Commission imposed a $2. 5 million civil penalty

upon

Columbia/HCA for its violation of Commission orders by: (1) failing
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to divest in a timely manner two Utah Hospitals and its joint venture
interest in South Seminole Hospital in Florida; and (2) violating a
related Hold Separate Agreement governing assets it acquired in Utah
FTC File No. 961
See
as a result of its merger with Healthtrust Inc.
0013. Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent with our
policy to require additional review time.
For these reasons , we voted to grant Columbia s Petition to
Reopen the Orders in Docket Numbers C- 3472 , C- 3505 , C- 3538
3544 and D. 9256 , and Modify the Orders to delete the prior
approval provisions , but also asked that they be replaced with prior
notice provisions that have a thirty (30) day second waiting period.
DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWINDLE

Application of our Prior Approval Policy Statement has led the
Commission to replace the prior approval provision in each of these
five orders with a requirement that ColumbialHCA provide us with
prior notification of certain acquisitions. Supplanting prior approval
is the correct result: there is no credible risk in any ofthese cases that
Columbia/HCA will attempt the same or approximately the same
transaction that triggered the Commission s original enforcement
concern , and there is nothing to rebut the presumption in each case

that setting aside the prior approval requirement is in the public
interest. Moreover , replacing prior approval with prior notification is
warranted , since each of these matters involves a credible risk that
ColumbialHCA could make anti competitive acquisitions that fall
below Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds.
Nevertheless , I have dissented because the Commission here has

imposed the wrong prior notification requirement for the wrong
reasons. In a long line of order modifications pursuant to the Prior
Approval Policy Statement , the Commission has been consistent in
either simply vacating the prior approval clause or replacing it with
a prior notification mechanism that comprises a 3D- day initial period
and a 20- day second period. In the present matters , however , the
Commission has chosen to lengthen the second period in each of
these orders to 30 days. I disagree with the decision to impose on
ColumbialHCA a greater burden than other respondents have borne
and to do so for reasons that appear to smack of retribution.
I have searched these five orders in vain for any basis for treating
Columbia/HCA differently from the many previous respondents that
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have asked the Commission to set aside or modifY a prior approval

requirement. The orders summarily announce the length of the
notification periods but do not themselves venture any explanation for

the disparate treatment accorded ColumbialHCA. Such an obvious
departre from consistent agency practice without any explanation
could be judged arbitrary and capricious. Perhaps in an effort to save
these orders from just such a condemnation , my fellow
Commissioners have offered a statement to rationalize what they have
done. ' With all due respect , I find their statement unpersuasive.
My colleagues quote the Prior Approval Policy Statement to the
effect that the Commission " reserves its equitable power to fashion
remedies needed to protect the public interest , including by ordering

limited prior approval and/or notification

in certain 1imited

circumstances. '" The quoted passage plainly announces that the
Commission has not forsworn its power to prescribe prior approval
or prior notification requirements in appropriate circumstances. It is
not a declaration that the Commission is 1iberated from every
agency s ob1igation to treat parties before it fairly and evenhandedly.
With the clearly disparate treatment ofColumbia/HCA , however , the

latter message is what observers are 1ikely to take from the
Commission s action.
1 Statement of Chairman Robert Pitofsky and Commissioners Sheila F. Anthony and Mozelle

W. Thompson in the Matter of ColumbiaJCA Healthcare Corp. , Docket Nos. C- 3472 ,

C- 3505

3538 , C- 3544 and 9256.
Id. a! l.
3 My colleagues

' attempted analogy to collusion cases in the health care industry also fails to
supply the missing justification for lengthening the second period in the present cases to 30 days. The
Commission s recent consent agreements in M. D. Physicians of Southwest Louisiana , Inc. (File No. 94 J
0095) and Mesa County Physicians Independent Practice Association , Inc. (Docket No. 9284) contained
3D- day second notification periods. In those cases, however , the Commission found it necessary to
reserve enough time to satisfY itself that newly-constituted horizontal arrangements among physicians
would not lead to a return to the collusion that those cases targeted. 1 do not know how those two cases,
arising from substantial evidence of collusive behavior ,

supply the Commission with a reason to

increase the time it will spend scrutinizing some hospital merger that Columbia/HCA might undertake
, say, Augusta , Charlotte County, or Salt Lake City -- hospital markets with which the Commission
is already thoroughly familiar and thus should need less time for review. In addition , although the
skeletal nature ofthe initial notification in M. D. Physicians and Mesa County Physicians might counsel
in favor of lengthening the second period to 30 days , no such consideration is present here: any initial
notification provided by Columbia/HCA should contain thc level of detail that one normally encounters
in an acquiring firm s Hart- Scott- Rodino filing.
In a case that involves not only collusion but also merger issues -. and thus is more analogous than
D. Physicians or Mesa County Physicians to the present matter -- the Commission has just
announced acceptance of a proposed order that requires only a 20- day second notification period.
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company (File No. 981 0127). I do not understand how my
colleagues can square the relief in Commonwealth with what they have done to ColumbialCA.
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The penultimate paragraph of the majority s statement may
disclose what motivated the Commission to impose a 3D- day second
period on ColumbialHCA. I agree with my colleagues that " there is
a credible risk that Columbia/CA would engage in future
anti competitive acquisitions covered by the Orders that would not be

subject to the reporting requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton
Act .... ,,4 But this observation establishes merely that the Commission

should retain a prior notification requirement. It by no means
furnishes a basis for treating ColumbialHCA more harshly than other
respondents.
This paragraph then arrives at the nub of

my colleagues

argument: " . . . Columbia/HCA's earlier conduct suggests a reckless

disregard with respect to satisfying obligations in Commission
orders. ,,5 After referencing the civil penalty that ColumbialHCA paid

for violating certain divestiture obligations under two ofthese orders
they conclude: " Given this history, it is both prudent and consistent
with our policy to require additional review time. ,,6 This conclusion
is a

non sequitur.

There is no question that Columbia/CA recently paid a $2.

milion civil penalty for alleged order violations. Although my
colleagues evidently found that penalty acceptable , I questioned

whether it was suffcient in light ofColumbia/CA' s " prolonged

and

pronounced disregard for the requirements of two Commission
divestiture orders and the Utah Hold Separate Agreement. ,,' I
continue to believe that Columbia/CA committed serious
infractions and deserved a civil penalty even larger than what we
obtained. But the civil penalty case was our opportunity to levy
sanctions for CoIumbia/CA's order violations , and that opportunity
is gone. I do not see what bearing that misconduct has on the entirely
unrelated question of
how much time we need to review future
acquisitions . Ifthe Commission has based its decision to lengthen the

second waiting period on its reaction to respondent' s previous
behavior , then I would suggest that such a decision is not only
4 Statement ofChainnan Pitofsky and Commissioners Anthony and

Thompson at 2.

5 Jd.

6 ld
7 Statement of Commissioner Orson Swindle in

Columbia/CA HeaJthcarc Corporation , File

No. 9610013 (available at http://www. ftc. gov/os/9807/9610013. os. htm).
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arbitrary but punitive. The public may find this perception
inescapable.
I am also troubled by another aspect of the majority s decision to

extend the second period to 30 days. Each of our newly-modified
transactions subject to
s
prior
notification
requirement. In
Rodino
!Tom
the
order
Hart- Scottother words , an acquisition large enough to be reportable under
Hart- Scott- Rodino will be subject to the 20- day second waiting
8 but a covered acquisition too small
period prescribed by that statute
to meet Hart- Scott- Rodino thresholds will be subject to the 3D- day
orders ends with a proviso exempting

second period mandated by the Commission s orders. The practical
effect of this action is to place an entire class of smaller acquisitions
under a greater burden than is borne by larger acquisitions. Although
smaller acquisitions , of course , sometimes may be more problematic

than large acquisitions from an antitrust point of view , I do not
believe this justifies imposing a greater burden on smaller
transactions.
I return to whether punishment ofColumbialCA underlies (or
will be perceived to underlie) the Commission s decision. If it does
not , then the Commission should explain either why CoIumbialCA
alone has earned a 3D- day second period -- a result that on its face
looks arbitrary and capricious -- or whether it is moving toward
imposing a 3D- day

second period in all future cases. No one has

sought to announce a new 3D- day period of general applicability, and
so it boils down to how the Commission treats this particular

respondent. Because ColumbialHCA' s prior order violations have no
demonstrable bearing on the appropriate length of the second waiting
period , I dissent !Tom the Commission s unjustified handling of this
respondent.

8 Moreover
10 days. 15 U.

, for a cash tender offer , the Hart- Scott- Rodino second waiting period is reduced to

c. 18a(e)(2).

